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All The Hague Peace Conference Amounts To

lO REMAIN AT

NUMBER 181.

HAYWOOD AND MURPHY STRIKERS

n

GRAVE OF MISS

FORECAST

Denver, Colo., Aug. 2. Local
thunder storms tonight and Sat
urday.

"WE; GETr

U.45

VOLUME 21.

WEATHER

ARE ENROUTE

TO

BUT

ARMED

MINERS

WORK

AS USUAL
Grand Jury Finds Evidence Peculiar Action of Nurse
. Green at Funeral of DeThat They Caused His
ceased Actress
Former Wife's
Today.
Death.

six

counts"!

OR ACT

be Recipients of Great Leader Petriella Says He Will
Reception on Their
Start Things If Sheriff
Arrival in That
Interferes With
City.

IYER

WAS DEATH MURDER

EACH INDICTMENT

Poisoning. Conspiracy.and Smothering Charged Against Banker
and Bride Whom He Wedded Two Months After
Alleged Suicide.

Will

OF

Men.
RIFLES AND BELTS

REMAINED

INJOISE

Authorities Not Satisfied In Case

He Does Not Approve of Celebra-

Where Body Was Found In
Lane and Man Suicided
Rather Than
Testify.

tion at Present Time and Probably Desires to Wholly Avoid
Any Public Demon-

Kansas City, Mo., August 2. The
body of Miss Laura Matthews, who
died from a pistol wound at Colorado
Springs, arrived here this morning
and 'was buried in Elmwood cemetery. At the grave the dead woman's
sister. Mrs. J. W. Marshall, fainted
and was carried from the scene by
Charles A. Coey, of Chicago. Miss
Tlllie Green, the nurse who also aton.
tended Miss Matthews In Colorado,
"That the murder was done by ar- preferred to be left at the mound
when the others left. She was persenic.
to return to the city with dif'That she was smothered with a suaded
ficulty.
quilt.
Previous to the interment brief
'That she was strangled to death
by chloroform.
services were held at the Armour
as
a
committed
suicide
Memorial chapel at the cemetery.
'That she
result of a compact and agreement.
"That her death was caused by
Murder or Suicide?
the defendants by some means unColorado Springs, Colo., August 2.
known to the Jury."
the Bessie Bouton murder
The Magilla will be held in Jail in Hivaling
Intensity of situation and compliwithout bond.
cation of plot the dual mystery that
Suspicion Aroused.
has stirred the Pike's Peak region Is
Mrs. Magill was supposed to have comparable only to that tragedy. Besbeen found dead in a spare room by sie Bouton was murdered; of that
her huslband on the morning of May there Is no doubt. Laura Mathews
31.
Pinned to her clothing was a and Richard Itumbaugh committed
note saying she had taken drungs and suicide: the law has so decided.
no one was to blame but herself. A
Despite the verdict of the coroner's
verdict of suicide was returned and Jury, however. Assistant District Attorney Henry Trowbridge, who conthe case was dropped.
Shortly after the death of his wife ducted the coroner's Inquest, Is not
Magill resigned his post at the bank, convinced that Laura Mathews died
sold his house and lot and drew hib by her own hand.
last dollar from his father's estate,
"The thing Is still a mystery," said
thus accumulating $5,000.
Trowbridge, "In spite of the verdict.
Clinton,
money
he
left
With this
Had I been asked to return a verdict
accompanied by his daughter and I would have had to say I did not
Miss (iraham. who led her relatives know whether It was suicide or murto believe she was going to Chicago der. There was evidence to substanto secure work.
tiate both theories.
The tlrst intimation of the carrItumbaugh
shot
"The fact
iage of Magill and Miss Graham himself when that
he was summoned to
came in a telegram from Denver. testify at the Inquest over the girl's
Following the wedding the bride and body was in Itself a suspicious cirgroom, with Miss Marguerite, left for cumstance.
The letters of Coey,
a leisurely tour of the west. This which were rather relied upon to
sudden departure aroused suspicion show that Coey had thrown the girl
and warrants were Issued accusing down, only indicated that the Chl
Magill and his bride of murder,
cago man's love for her was sincere
Connection Willi Clime.
MuffiU'
lavKver
honorable kind.
since the discovery of Pet and of the
K idcm-o- s of Killing.
Magill's body and the simultaneous
"Then, too, there Is the evidence
appearance of the letters supposed to
have been written by her the the-as of a man's footprints found near the
body, nil of which leaves an air of
orists have been working overtime
mystery that the evidence presented
to the authorship of the communicasuicide
to
the
at the inquest did not destroy."
tions. The adherents
Trowbridge suggested
that It
theory claimed that ret Magill hermight have been possible for some
self wrote them.
paid
today:
Magill
Mathews
one to have murdered Laura
A friend of
"When it came to the last act Fred and carried her body on horseback to
He did not want the spot where it was found.
Magill was afraid.
The district attorney put pointed
to write the letters, and so he hinted
to Fay that she might try her hand questions to Tlllie Green, the nurse,
at them. I do not say she did it,is on the subject of her writing letters
eastern
reason. She
apprising
telegrams
and
but it is not beyond training
and a friends of the girl's suicide before she
a stenographer by
mighty smart woman. What would really knew that anything had happrevent her obeying Fred in this as pened. This circumstance is Importshe has In other matters?"
in connection with tho murder
the ant
According to this authority,
theory in the opinion of Trowbridge,
tho but. of course, there was nothing
.state has obtained a specimen of will
and
young wife's handwriting
to substantiate that theory more than
turn it over to the experts as soon a the suicide theory.
obtained.
are
Magill
epistles
the Pet
The love letters of Coey to the dead
be In the girl are filled with passionate pleadThe latter are believed toMagill.
Fred
possession of Marguerite
ings for her to change her mode of
Magill's daughter. The state Is wor- life and "live for him only."
ried over the disappearance of Hie
notes.
DMTti-Wife Knew of Attncliment.
August 2. Mrs.
u There- - a Conspiracy.
Ta.,
Pittsburg.
widow of
The state believes that Fred Magill Anion lUchard Itumbaugh.
executed a diabolical plot in which the Colorado Springs suicide, admitarconcluded
hii
induced
had
she
toilay
that
ted
he, by suicide persuasion,
suicide in rangements to divorce her husband
wife to agree to commitbreaking
hi.because of his Infatuation for Laura
a compact with him, he
of
agreem.pt at the last moment, whue Mathews. She was the only one of
for
possible
making
Bunibaugh's relatives who knew
it
she died, thus
with the music stuhim to marry his pretty stenogra- his entanglement
dent. When Itumbaugh disappeareda
pher.
being
In.
is
theory
his brother Charles went west on
This remarkable
vestigated by the state's attorney who fruitless search for him. Charles
has charge of the prosecution of the went to Kansas City and Chicago, and
at the latter city heard Amos had
prodigal young banker.
Never in the history of crime, gone west with Miss Mathews.
Returning home to Mount Pleasant
much less In the busy brains of
theie he found a resident nf the town who
writers of liction, hasexecuthad a letter from Tlllie Green in's
been such a remarkable idea
him of
Chicago informing
ed or exploited
flight to Colorado Springs,
If It proves true then Magill murdered his wife by Inducing her tJ where Miss Mathews had gone prewas
Charles Itumbaugh
viously.
murder herself.
when
AUn
if thin sensational theory I.' about to start for Colorado
nimseii word of the suicide of his brother
borne ou:, Magill, thinking
free of the charge of murder, actual- came. Inquiry developed the fact
her tragic that when Itumbaugh left home he
in
ly assisted his wife
preparations and then calmly retired had more than IHt.onO In cash. He
to his own bed until her sleep should had converted all his property poshave become the sleep that knowsIn sible Into ready money.
no waking. She must have died
Mis. itumbaugh is still under ata
the belief that her husband was ly- doctor's care, but will remain
ing by her side.
Mount Pleasant until after her husSuicide Pact.
s funeral, when she will return
band
Itumbaugh. she says, tlrst
Mrs. Magill's mind hail been weakt,, iihio.
ened by illness, and there was added met Miss Mathews after their marmelancholy in the fact that she was riage three years ago. Since then his
aware of her husband's attentions to regard for bis wife steadily waned.
bis stenographer, pretty Fay Graham.
on Decoration day Magill took nis
wife to a cemetery, and. It Is said, WILLIAMS WINS OUT
i
spent the entire afternoon there taiK-ig of death and the quiet tomb, un-- ti
IN MISSISSIPPI
the poor woman's already broken
one
min i became imbued with that prothen
he
alleged
tha1
i a.
It is
posed a suicide pact, that both should
August 2
Miss,
Jackson.
end everything.
by the
this, so it Is charged
T
coming in this morning beii
Magill
consentMrs.
attorney,
.if
last nignt that
out the indications
state's
ed, and on that evening Magill de- John Sharp Williams lias been nomiliberately helped his wife In the
nated for United States senator by
of her death, and th'ii from ten to fifteen thousand majorwent quietly away until the deadly ity, although the supporters of Governor Yurdaman say his majority wlil
chloroform should do its work.
If this horrible tale Is true, what be less than ten thousand and may
Magill'.'
with
not be above five thousand.
ran be done

Clinton, 111., August 2. The grand
Jury today
returned
indictments
against Fred Magill and his present
wife, Fay Graham Magill, charging
them with having caused the death
of Mrs. Pet Magill, the former wife
of Fred Magill.
There are six counts
in each indictment, as follows:
"That Pet Magill was murdered by
the administration of strychnine pois-

d
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FOR

KILLING

OF

GARFIELD STOLE

WILL TOUR .SEN

MONEY TO SPEND

WITH HIS BOY

He Will Come to Albuquerque Lad Caught in Act of Robbing

SHOOTING RESULT OF

WILL BE GUEST OF

MISTAKEN

PRESIDENT KIPLEY

IDENTITY

Bisbee, Ariz., August 2. It is not
generally believed here that Dee
Thomas will be held for the killing
of his brother. Southward Thomas,
who was shot down by Dee Tuesday
night at the latter's home in this
city. Dee Thomas had heard reports
affecting his family affairs and he
came to Bisbee from the camp where
he is employed, armed with a pump
shotgun, to investigate tho rumors.
He neared his house about 8 o'clock
and seeing a man seated In one of
the rooms, lie tired two shots. The
man was his brother who had come
to the house to borrow a set of harness to use in trying a horse he had
Just purchased.
At the Inquest held yesterday, tht
juty returned a erdiet that South-warThomas came to his death by
a gunshot wound, inlllcled by Dee
Thomas, through mistaken Identity.
Auitl 1'allier Asks Mercy.
Tho inquest was attended by a
large audience and its feature was
tlw plea made by Thomas' aged father to the Jurors to "treat his family
as lightly as possible."
The old man, with tears streaming
down his face, made an appeal which
undoubtedly touched the heart's of
everyone within hearing. Dee Thomas and his wife sat near the old man,
both crying bitterly.
The slayer told the same story he
gave at the time of the killing. He
had been Informed that Walter Hubbard, who now declares that he was
acting only as Thomas' friend, had
been entering the Thomas home with
evtl Intent and he determined to investigate. The sight of the man In
his house, sitting there talking to
Mrs Thomas while she prepared the
one child of the home for bed, was
too much for Dee Thomas and he
fired twice.
The first Intimation that he had
killed his brother was given him
when his wife rushed out screaming,
"Dee, you've killed Southward."
Tried to Suicide.
While the slayer was in the house
tenderly caring for his yet living
brother, neighbors rushed up and
took him in charge. He tried to kill
himself, but was prevented and during the night he was In Jail his sufferings were exteretne.
When informed that his brother had passed
away the morning after the shooting, he again attempted to kill himself, saying that he ought not to live.
Both parties enjoy good reputations
here, the Thomas family being one
of the best known In the district, and
the affair Is looked upon as an unfortunate mistake.
The man who t old Dee Thomas of
his wife's alleged Infidelity, has disappeared, and it is believed that ho
knew he was telling an untruth at
the time.

Cash Register at

Direct From Grand
Canyon.

James It. Garfield, secretary of the
Interior, wil visit Albuquerque within
the next two weeks, though tho exact
date of his coining Is not known.
Secretary Garfield is now en route to
Arizona, being due In Maricopa and
other cities near that point Sunday
afternoon. From there he will go to
the Grand Canyon, where he will
meet President K. I'. Itipley of the
Santa Fe, and together they will return to New Mexico, coming direct
to Albuquerque.
i
On
Trip.
It is understood that Mr. Garfield's
plans also contemplate a visit to Santa Fe, to the lower ltlo Grande valley and to the Pecos valley, and that
it is to be in the nature ol an inspection trip, Mr. Garfield's first to
New Mexico, the government of which
Is almost entirely under his supervision.
The official itinerary of Secretary
Garfield has not ibeen received in
Albuquerque but the unofficial indications are that he Is to come from
the canyon district direct to Albuquerque, thenco to Santa Fe. and
from Santa Fe down the ltlo Grande
valley to Kl Paso, whence he will go
to Carlsibad and Koswell, to view the
recently completed Irrigation works
there, proceding thence east through
Oklahoma and Indian Territory. Mr.
Garfield Is expected to be in New
InsiK-ctloi-

Night.
ADMITS TOTAL THEFT
OF NEARLY $45 FROM STORE
Last night a thief who has been
systematically robbing the cash register In the dry goods store of S. U.
ltosenwald on Central avenue and
Third street, was caught red handed
as he was about to take a sum of
money. Yesterday the proprietors of
tho ltosenwald siore complained t
tho police that their cash register
was being robbed and asked that
some special effort bo ;oade to apprehend the criminal.
It was evident
from the skill with which the
were committed, tiiat it was
being done by mio ooe familiar with
the store and the routine of tho busirab-berl-

ness.

1

(( i M ( H

on Range

at Hlbbing.

Duluth, Minn., August 2. All waa
quiet in the Hlbbing and Eveleth
districts on the range this morning
and larger forces are at work. Striko
Leader Petriella today sent John
Makl, president of the local branch
of the Western Federation of Miners,
to Sashwauk to call a meeting of tha
strikers there. He says that if there
Is any interference from Sheriff Hoo-liha- n.
he is prepared to call armed
men from all parts of the range ta
resist.
Chief Madde, at Chrlsholm last
evening Investigated the stories that
the strikers were armed. He found
a number of men waiting at their
homes wearing cartridge belts
with rifles.
Miners Sullen.
The sullen attitude of the followers of the Western Federation ot
Miners Indicates an attitude of desperation which was somewhat Intensified by a vitriolic address dellverel
by Petriella, who advocated the ue
of guns to maintain what he saM
was their right to aell their labor
where they could at the 'best advantage.
In his address he gave the governor
"twenty-fou- r
hours in which to grant,
the men Justice." At the end of which
time he advised the men "to be ready
to strike the head off any maa who
tries to crush you."'
At the end of twenty-fou- r
hours
nothing came of this threat but tha
officers are prepared.
All
of the
special guards who have been In Duluth during the past few days were
rushed to the range to augment Sheriff Bates' force of deputies.
Curry Out Governor's Wishes.
The steel corporation officials are
carrying out the wishes of Governor
Johnson In the manner In which they
are resuming operations.
They are
opening the mines one at a time, and
gradually
resuming
work with as
many men as they can get to go to
work. All the old men will be glve.i
an opportunity to return to work
without discrimination and with the
guaranty of being protected by the
forces at the sheriff's command.
Reports received here indicate that
mining operations
were resumed
heavily In both Ribbing and Evelelh.
Although hundreds of men are going to work dally, they cannot
be
persuaded that the police protection
is adequate.
They seem possessed of
a feeling of Impending disaster, and
this feeling has to a great extent been
caught by the public. The city is apparently on the verge of the worst
trouble of the strike, if rumor is lo
be believed.

fair-minde-

Mii

Readiness For Violence Clearly
Shown to Officer Who Makes
Investigation of Situation

Boise, Idaho, August 2. William
D. Haywood, secretary nf the Western
Federation, accompanied by his family, John H. Murphy, general counsel
of the Federation, who Is dvlns of
consumption, and by several socialist
writers, who have been In Boise
throughout the trial, left on an early
train for Denver todav. The party
Is traveling by way of Salt Lake,
where they will arrive late this afternoon. Haywood will stop for a fevr
hours In Salt Lflke to see that his
mother is comfortably returned to her
home, and will proceed thence to
Denver, arriving there late Saturday
night or Sunday morning.
Mover Remain in Boise.
President Chns. H. Moyer. who was
released Monday on bond, was also
expected to leave today but postponed his departure until tomorrow
night. The fact that Haywood and
Moyer did not leave together has renewed the wild rumors of serious diffidences between the two chief officers of the federation. Both men
the stories today and declared
they were circulated for the purpose
cf creating distention and trying to
divide the ranks of the miners, organization.
DIsnpproNcs Celebration.
It Is known, however, that Miyer
has not wholly approved of the plan
f r a celebration In Denver and will
have no par: In It. He believes It to
be hetter to wait until Pettibone has
had a trial.
Moyer said he would return to
Boise In two weeks to look after
interest. He said that his
own health Is not good and It would
be some time before he takes up his
cutles at the Denver headquarters.
There will be somo change In the
counrel for the Pettibone and Moyer
trials. The matter Is to be settled
soon at a conference In Denver.
Will Never bo TiI.hI.
That George A. Pettibone will not
be tried on the charge of complicity
In crimes cr mmltted during the strike
of the Western Federation of Miners
In Colorado was the Intimation given
out by Attoiiey E. F. Klchardson last
night.
to Denver
Richardson
returned
from Boise, appearing fresh and In
the best of health, despite the long
strain nf the trial. Kvblently tho
triumph nf victory wiped away those
signs, as he has been reported n being haggard and worn out by his efforts
Vpon the arrival herp he went
&
to his office in the Ernest
Cranmer building, where he was
by
partners.
greeted
He then hurhis
St. Paul
ried to tils home at 1631
street, and nfterward returned to his
,
w
w here he
of lie"'-as kept busy most
of the day ans.verlng telephone ami
telegraphic messages of congratulations, and receiving the handshakes
of Rente of friends who called In to
congratulate him.
"It was a great victory." declared
Rlchiin'son In pt night. "However, It
was the only logical outcome of the
case, as the state failed signally to
connect Haywood with the crimes
Not only that, but the
committed.
Western Federation of Miners was In
no way connected with the crime, except through the actions of one or
two Irresponsible members like Orchard.
"Mover and Haywood nnd Attorney
Harrow probably will arrive in Denver either Saturday night or Sunday
morning, nnd there is no doubt that
they will be given a great reception.
Counsel .May lie (imnged.
"1 do not know whether the same
counsel will represent the defense In
future cases for tho Western Federation of Miners. If there nre any such
rases, but I expect that we will.
There Is no Immediate danger of
our being called upon for any more
such grueling work during the hot
weather as we have Just completed,
so I guess we
won't borrow any
trouble."
Asked If there seemed to be any
to
possibility of Pettibone coming
Denver with Haywood nnd Moyer,
Richardson sold:
"Ho probably won't be here, although you never can tell what will
happen."
Further than this Klchardson would
not discuss the case except to say that
Judge Wood ami the Jury are honest,
men, who
did their duty.
Ilisvptlon Planned.
Plans for a gigantic reception to
W. D. Haywood and Charles Mover
on Ibelr arrival In Denver were blocked out at a mass meeting of committees from the various local unions
last night lu Carpenters' hall. l'.Ui
were
street. Subcommittees
Stout
appointed to complete the plans and
see that they nre ran led out.
It Is expected that all the trades
unions will turn out l:i a monster parade and that there will be sever il
bands and plenty ,f red tire along Online of march.

Chief of Police McMlllin detailed
Lieut. Kennedy to secrete himself In
the store last night in company with
one of the store employes to watch
for the thief. The scheme worked
to perfection.
About 10:30 a slight
noise from the cellar was heard and
then some one approached the place
where the cash register stands. The
thief was allowed to open the register and Just as he was about to sneak
back the way he entered, Lleutant
Kennedy grabbed him.
Upon his arrest he broke down
completely and begged that his name
be not made public
ou account
of the other members of his family
who are highly respected citizens of
In respect for tho
the community.
Mexico a week.
young man's relatives, who are In no
way to blame for the acts of the boy
ami upon whom no disgrace of this
CURRY EN ROUTE
kind has ever fallen before, The Citizen withholds the namo of the guilty
party.
MEXICO
The young fellow admitted that lie
TOJEW
wanted tile money to spend "with the
toys," 'and his explanation is evidentNew Governor Will Itcaiii Koswell ly correct.
Sunday HclcgiUo Andrews On
$13 Taken In All.
I toad lo Suntu I V.
The amount of money taken lat
night was J'J.5(), and this together
with various sums previously taken
Washington. D. C, August 2.
made a total of about $45 stolen from
(SHt'lal) George Curry, the
the cash register.
governor of New Mexico,
left
The boy, who Is about seventeen
Washington at 11:55 o'clock toyears of age, effected an entrance 1
day for Koswell, where he extho store by way of tho coal chute
pects to arrive Sunday or MonIn the cellar. In committing his robday at the latest.
beries he was careful not to disturb
The new governor says thr.t
tho stock of goods or in any way
while he will undoubtedly make
leave a clew behind him. It Is not
a number of changes in the
thought that he robbed the firm o
personnel of territorial officials,
j y property other than the money.
ho will make them gradually as
The police still have the young feloccasion arises.
low In charge and aro considering
It is understood that one of
the best method of disposing of his
the first cli inges will be In the
case. The youth maintained that he
office of attorney general us It
would restore the money he has takis said the new governor has un
en and the members of the firm are
rewell
old friends and
known
Inclined to be lenient with him so
publican attorney slated for the
far as it Is within their power to be,
place.
but the crime committed is for toe
Delegate Andrews left Washpolice to deal with and In view of
ington on the same train with
the existing circumstances tho boy
may be severely handled.
Curry and will go direct to Santa Fe.
His relatives have reimbursed tin.'
1
store for all money taken.
(
May
ert Strike or I I.Otlu Miners. go v I :i : m I : vr i ssi rs
Pittsburg. Pa.. August 2. An efITS COTTON' Ki:if)KT.
NO AMDKICWS HI HT
being
Washington, August 2. The agrimade today to settle the
is
fort
St. Louis Wool Market.
l HolKIi OI.l XPSi:.
St. Louis, August
2.
Wool dull.
Hong Kong. August 2. No Ameri- differences between the miners and cultural department's cotton roport,
cans or L'uropeans were injured by operators, which threatened to cause Issued today, shows the condition on Territory und Western mediums 20 'u
dis75,
14,0""
In
25,
tills
miners
compared with 82.9 2ie; Hue medium Keltic; fine
July
as
the collapse of the old part of the a strike of
16c.
on the same date last year.
trict yesterday.
Ho:.g Kjng hotel yesterday.

ttlfltM IlKIItl

HOMES

Minnesota.

Pet-tibon-

Plea For Mercy of Aged Father at Inquest Heeded by
Coroner's Jury.

IN

stration.

de-ti-

MAY NOT HOLD THOMAS SECRETARY

W0RN

TODAY

God-feari-

lii

and-arine- d

IMMUNITY EOR TAYLOR

IE HE

WILL

TESTIFY
Prosecution Wants Mm to
Return to Kentucky In
Powers Case.
Georgetown, Ky., August 2. Much
excitement was caused here today following the statement of States Attorney Franklin that he would offer W.
S. Taylor immunity from punishment
if he would come back to Kentucky
to testify for Caleb Powers, accused
of murdering Senator Goebel and explain the pardon that was lu Power's
possession when arrested.
Prosecutor Franklin Is exceeding
anxious to secure the testimony of
Taylor and says that he will enter
Into a written agreement, which will
be strictly legal, offering him immunity if he wlil return and answer all
questions connected with the Powers
affair.
Whether Taylor will consider the
proposition ami accept It, is not
known, but some people believe that
It would release him from
he will.
further attempts to secure him for
trial in Kentucky and that may h"ve
weight on his actions, thougn
his
friends do not believe he will come
back.
MANY ARE

KILLED
IN

COAL

FIELDS

Philadelphia, Pa, August 2. Move
than one thousand persons were knl-e- d
last year in the coal mines of
Pennsylvania, according to the
report Just Issued
by James
Roderick, chief of the department of
mines. The chief say
that two.
thirds of the accidents resulted frjni
ti'.4 vk ;:i:is' o, n carels'sj;.e.
aa-nu- al

'ALBUQUERQUE

lAf?TC TWO.

EVENING

CITIZEN.

noooooooooooo ooooooooooooo
CONTRIBUTION COPPER QUEEN
See Our Fine Line of Rockers

Golden, weathered and plain
oak, Mahogany and wickers.
Prices and quality will suit you.

ss

West End Viaduct

If

Winter's lingering in the lap of Spring did it. Perhaps you remember
that, when we expected pleasant weather early in the spring, it snowed. Then
it snowed again. And then it snowed between snows and all at the time
when we should have been selling Spring things. The short season leaves our
stock too large. NOW THINGS MUST GO. New season and new stock in
view. Plenty of time to wear light weights but short time in which to sell
them. So, here goes. The more you buy the more you'll save. That's the

Attorney General
Proposes to Make Mine
Owners Pay.

.

II

RAILROAD DEPARTMENT
awhile. This is one of the hnlnnre
C(iinininils which nre in service In
Kansas and at the Needles. It Is a
more powerful engine than Is now
being used in passenger service on
thii division.
Conductors A. F. McDonald nnd
Koerjiel have been transferred from
the river division to the third district of the New Mexico division.
accompn-jnle- d
T. Scully, storekeeper,
General Storekeeper Rice to Ual-- i
lup yesterday.
S. M. Post, of the Santa Fe. left
'last night for Williams and the Grand
Canyon.

CUT PRICES!

oooooooooooocxx

Santa Fe. N. M.. August 2 ActPhoenix. Ariz., August 2. There
ing Governor James W. Haynolds is has been filed with Clerk F. A. Tritle

In receipt of a communication from
Acting Secretary WHIas L. Moore of
the department of agriculture Informing him that the contribution of the
national forests to the schools nnd
roads of New Mexico for the fiscal
year Just closed is almost $10,000.
The following letter
from Acting
Secretary Moore explains Itself:
Department of Agriculture,
tifllce of the Secretary,
Washington. D. C.
The ("Jovernor of New Mexico, Santa
Fe, N. M.
Sir The agricultural appropriation
act for 1908, approved March 4. 1907,
contains the following provision:
"That ten per centum of nil money
received from each forest reserve during any fiscal vear, including the year
ending June 30th, 190, shall be paid
at the end thereof by the secretary
of the treasury to the state or territory in which said reserve is situated,
to be expended n.s the state or territorial legislature may prescribe for
the benefit of the public schools and
public roads of the county or coun
ties in which the forest reserve is
Provided, further, that
ituatod:
hen anv forest, reserve is In more
one.
or territory or county
state
than
the distributive share to each from
the proceeds of said reserve shall be
proportional to its area therein; And
provided, further, That there snail
not be paid to any state or territory
for any county an amount equal to
more than forty per centum of the
total income of such county from all
other sources."
Amounts to $10,000.
The ten per centum thus provided
will be paid by the secretary of the
treasury, who will determine the ex
act distributive share of the territory
f New Mexico.
the
Pending this determination,
illowing report from the records of
the forest service will show you the
net receipts from the national for
ests in your stato during the tiscal
ear 1907. and the approximate (but
perhaps not the exact) amount due
under the terms of the act Just quot
ed:
"fleet Ipis.
Forest
. $ 5.o:,.".25
Big Burros
6S6.10
.
.
.alllnas
.
37.S4fi.77
Gila
5c 20
uadalupo
.
28,34 1.05
Jemez
.
7,253.65
.
.
tncoln
Las Animas
2.515.50
Magdalena
2.538.46
Manzano . . .
30.65
Mount Taylor
2.749.63
Pecos Klver
1.328. 4
Pelonclllo . .
74. SO
Portales . .
6.450.08
San Mateo

s, 1007.

CUT PRICES ARE NOW ON THE BILL

TAXES

$10,000 For Schools
During Year.

CO.

FURNITURE

FUTRELLE

CUT PRICES!

New Mexico Received Almost Arizona

Cash or payments.

ArorsT
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IS SUED FOR

OF NATIONAL

Prices ranging from
$1.50 to $25.00

min.VY,

of the supreme court quite an important suit which has to do with toe
back taxes alleged to be owing to
the county of Cochise nnd the territory of Arizona by the Copper Queen
Consolidated Mining company for the
year 1901.
The cause Is in the shape of a petition for a writ of mandamus prayed
for by Attorney General E. S. Clark
against the tax collector of Cochise
county compelling that official to immediately bring suit against the Copper Queen company with a view to
compelling the payment of back taxes
for the vear named to the amount of

whole story.
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FOR PRICESLOOK AT MY WINDOW
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Due Since 1001.
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In the petition the attorney general declares that the taxes assessed
1901
against
the company for
amounted to a total of $122,657.09.
Of this amount there was paid
in 1901 and $9,132.64 In 1902.
J. D. Eakln, President
Chat. Vellnl, ttxmixrr (4
making a total pnvment of $23,265.76
Q. Ofoml, Vice President.
O. Bacaecal, Treasixcs.
nnd leaving a balance of $99,391.33.
In Addition to this there are Interest,
to
costs and penalties amounting
$11,749.04, which brings the grand
Of this
total up to $111,140.37.
Bueeeisors to
amount there is due the territory of
MEL.INI A EAKIN, and IACHECHI A GIOMf.
Arizona the sum of $40,635.75, the
WHOLESALE DKALmtt IN
balance of $70,504.62 belonging to
the county to Cochise.
The petition goes on to relate that
J. N. Gaines, the collector of the
county in question, has in the past
Los Angeles Judge Decides
W
everything In stock ta outfit the
nnd at present refuses to collect these
most fastidious bar complete
back taxes nnd asks that the court
In Cruelty to Animals
so.
to
do
compel him
Hvs been appointed exclusive agent In the touthwtsi far Ja. 8.
Attorney General Clark has asso- Wealthy Arizona Widow Loses
WHERE TUFA' PLAY.
Case.
Schlitz, Wm. kemp and 8t. Loula A. B. C. Breweries; Ysllowstona,
ciated with him as counsel J. F. Wilson and J. E. Russell.
Green River, V. H. McBrayer's Cedar Brook, Louis Hunter, T.J. MonNational Icngm".
$250,000 by Marrying
arch, and )ther atandard brands of whiskies toe numerous ta mantlan,
Boston at Cincinnati.
A new and important ruling was
COMMCNICATION.
Brooklyn at Pittsburg.
Singer.
WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS.
made by Judge Olin Wellborn. Judge
New York at Chicago.
laerlaa,
received by us from tie Vest
But aell the atnlght article
of the United States circuit court at
Denver, Colo., July 2S 1907.
Philadelphia at St. Louis.
deAngeles,
overruling
in
the
Los
Distilleries and Breweries In tfee United Stat a. CHI aad lnapaat ear
Editor of The Albuquerque Evening
murrer to the complaint in the acby
2.
New- York. August
Charmed
Aincriinii League.
Stock and Prices, or write for Illustrated Catalojua aji4 rle ttlvt,
Citizen, Albuquerque, N. M.
tion brought by the United States
Chicago at New York.
Dear Sir:
his voice, Mrs. Frederick It. iloyt,
Issued to dealers only.
District Attorney Oscar Lawler to
St. Louis at Boston.
A copy of your bright and newsy the young widow of a Arizona minobtain Judgment against the Santa
paper foil into my hands today, dated ing man, now in New York, has givDetroit at Washington.
Fe railroad for alleged violation of
ti 0
Cleveland at Philadelphia.
Juiy 15th, on page 5 I came acros-a- en a $ r
fortune to marry J.
"item headed "Juarez Has Solved Ilumbird Uuffey, a choir and oratorio
the United States statute, which seeks
to prevent cruelty to animals while
Race Question," In which an El Paso singer. Announcement of the marHOW TI1KY STAND.
In transit, the penalty for each vio'business man. a visitor in your city, riage which occurred on June 2" and
lation being $n00 and costs.
states that the "Mexican governor of which came as the sequel of a reNational Ijcns'inThe Santa Fe is charged on spven
Juarez" has settled the race ques- markable romance, was made public
Won. Lost. Pet.
counts with violations of the United Chicago
tion. In collection with this I wish today.
68
24
.739
States statute, which are consolto state that the man does not know
"1 love my husband so much more
Pittsburg
53
34
.618
idated into the complaint entered New York
what he is talking about, a thing than the fortune which our marriage
54
35
.607
March 19, 1907, against the railroad Philadelphia
generalmen
business
Paso
cost me," said the bride to an
El
which
has
47
3!
.547
ly do.
the company, claimed in the de F.oston
Intimate friend, "that 1 am absolutely
38
51
.427
uepuonc
murrer that each count should be Brooklyn
oi happy to give it up. Had it been ten
In the first 'Place me
39
54
.4 19
entered in a separate complaint on Cincinnati
your
Mexico has no race question to set times greater I would have surren38
54
.413
Ixt mo pajM'r and pnlnt
the ground that the federal courts St. Louis
tie, and does not care whether or dered it Just as cheerfully."
guaranteed.
Satisfaction
house.
73
.247
2i
are instructed by federal statute to
In
,Mr. and Mrs. DutTey are living
not El Paso has separate cars for
Prompt attention to mall orders.
follow the state rules as to matters of
white and blacks. In the second a remote corner of the White lake
American Lcnctie.
Is region of the Catskill mountains. The
pleading, practice and procedure,
there
anybody
knows
that
place
EMMONS, successor to Stacy & Co.
D.
J.
Won. Lost. Pet.
and that the California supreme Chicago
no "Governor" at Juarez, so that the loss of her fortune through marry:t
5 7
.613
court has ruled against the consoli Detroit
way
Is
by
oft.
the
ing again Is made compulsory
El Paso business man
o
52
35
South Second and Lead
.698 Taos
1.122.99
elation of several counts in one com
Respectfully yours,
will of Mrs. Uulteys first nusuanu.
Philadelphia
52
36
.51
plaint.
S. H. I
seven
city
about
in
who
this
died
54
38
.587
$96,140.58
Judge Wellborn overruled the de Cleveland
Total
years ago. It was stipulated mat me
42
47
York
.470
Ten tier cent of this amount, or ritnte of Ohio, rity or Toledo,
cision on the ground that the federal New
wklow should receive the income oi
St.
36
53
Louis
.404
$9,614.06, Is the approximate contri
statute, since It contains the words Boston
1. liens County. sa.
$25U,lluO share of his $4(iu,0u0
36
54
.400 bution of the forests to the schools
Phone No. 482
""as near as may be followed" is not
J. C'henmy makes onth that he her
Frank
621 North First Street.
as long as she refrained from
2S
58
.326 ind roads in New Mexico for the year Is senior pnrtner of the firm or r. J.
mandatory but elastic, and Is not to Washington
the
Thereupon
marriage.
second
a
In
dulng
the
Co.,
business
I'henev
just closed.
be strictly construed when such conof Mr. Hoyt's prop
of Toledo, County and State afore- entile revenues
Western League.
It is with great pleasure mat i am- City
struction will work serious inconvenwill pay the sum erties should go to his otner neirs.
said,
said
linn
and
that
Won.
Lost.
Pet.
conyou
direct
notify
this
of
to
ible
ience to either of the parties.
Mct-tSinger.
K Hl".NIRKl
UrtLbAHU for each
61
39
.610 tribution of the national forests to of ONevery
The attorney for the railroad was Omaha
case of Catarrh that cannot
and
Friends of Airs. Iiut'ley say that the43
54
.557 the counties 111 which they lie.
s
use
by
of
Catarrh
the
be
Klven ten days In which to prepare Lincoln
liall
cured
of
her fortune appearDps Moines
renunciation
48
42
.533
1 have the
KKANK J. CI1ENHY.
Cure.
honor to be, sir,
I
the answer to the complaint.
inevitable to her as long ago as
Denver
45
47
.49
Sworn to before me arm subscribed in .November.
respectfully.
Very
1903, when for the hrst
SH
Pueblo
54
my presence, this tith day of December,
.413
Your obedient servant.
ENGINEER STEPS ON
a'
1XM1.
time she heard Mr. Duttey s voicewas
.
Sioux City
A.
37
58
.389 (Signed)
HIE,
L.
Mill
W1LLAS
AM)
AKLAYZED.
I
Carnegie hall. She
IS
a
in
concert
W.
IMTCIIEH
C.I.EASON.
A.
Secretary
Acting
singer
found
Notary
and
I'nblle.
(Seal.)
the
to
introduced
are
men
Southern Pacific railroad
yesterday games.
Hall s Catarrh Cure Is taken Internally
bini a sympathetic listener to tne
telling of a peculiar accident which
snd acts directly on the blood and mu- smrv of her longing
to become
occurred at Tucson to Harry Pen- I .engine.
Send for oriioa donna.
of the system.
cous
National
surfaces
OFFICIALS
KIDNAPING
other meetings fid- -field, one of the most popular engi
free.
At St. Louis
testimonials
R.
E.
II.
lowed and together the two attetutneers of that road, as a result of St. Louis
K. J. CHUNKY & CO., I'rops..
s 11 6
.
.concerts and operas until one
Toledo, Ohio.
which he is suffering much pain and New York
2
7 10
,
evening
Family
constipathe singer learneu ironi ioc
Fills
for
Hall's
BE
Take
PROSECUTED
WILL
ills left foot may be partially par
TayBatteries Lush and Noonan:
a marriage
tion.
heiress the fact that
nlyzed.
lor. Ames and Bresnahan.
would rob her of her fortune.
sometimes a man will meet even
At Cincinnati
Tt. II. E
said an in
discovery,"
"I'non this
death in the slightest accident when Cincinnati
2
3
& Ice Company.
0
of the former Mrs.
Southwestern Iirewery
friend
2.
August
timate
C,
D.
Washington,
arwi'aer falls from a iballoon while Philadelphia
4
1
7
to
Hovt, "the young soloist sought
Antonio .Maza, the Mexican consul at
exploring the clouas ana escapes
Coakley,
Batteries
Mason
that
and Douglas, Ariz., and several oillclals
end their friendship by saying
Engineer
without injury.
Pentield
Moran and Dooin.
each should go a separate way and
probably thinks he belongs to the Schlel:
will be prosecuted vigorously by the
game
Second
R.
Mrs.
this
To
forget
other.
of
the
charge
to
trv
on
a
department of justice
former cla.s as he nurses his wounds Cincinnati
Am
1
.
Only a few
Hoyt at last assented.
and thinks of how he sustained them Philadelphia
kidnaping Manuel Suiabla, a MexiIMPURE BLOOD.
o
.
before
however,
passed,
had
place,
mouths
that
by simply stepping into a pitcher.
can,
was
at
Jail
in
who
Batteries -- Weimer and McLenn: and taking him across the border
INSURANCE
the two were brought together again
He was tilling a pitcher with water
and Dooln.
. Secretary Mutual Building Aaeoeta.
quite accidentally at Lucerne, where
from a bath tub faucet and while iticnie
Into Mexico.
of
inside
stomach
could
you
see
If
the
At
Chicago
n.
II
gone to visit the old vilia
had
charge
oi
on
both
leaning over the tub his feet slipped t'hlcago
was
a
Office
in
at 817 West Railra
tlon.
Jail
Sarabla
blood in which Wagner composed several Ilest American Block,
4
7 is
r
ton..S6.S0 aTenue.
from the floor, and, in endeavoring Brooklyn
larceny In Mexico, which government most people who sutler from impure
you
7
2
would
1
operas.
per
a.5ti
ton
Nut,
known
best
of his
Anthracite
to recover his balance, he dropped
anxious to get possession or nun.
Batteries Pfeister
wonder that
and
Moran: was
Before they separated they agreed Anthracite Stove nnd Furnace
the pitcher. He failed to catch him scanion
It charged him with conducting a
and Bergen.
they are not that neither should ever again try to
59.50
newspaper
Keif and fell and as he fell he drove
per ton
In St. Louis
revolutionary
At Ifttsburg
W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
R. IT. E auainat the Mexican government. He
suffering forget the other."
his left foot into the Ditcher.
Pittsburg
0
2
10
ugly
gash was cut in his ankle Boston
a
as
was
In
Mexico
The
worse.
revoiu
An
wanted
4 11
2
1 will mall you free, to prove merit,
and it bled very profusely, so that
LIVERT, SALE, FEED AND
but efforts were being made
undigested
Batteries Leever and Gibson; Fla tionist.
"when a doctor was called the latter
to have him extradited on a charge
samples of my Pr. Shoop's Restora-'ivof
TRANSFER STABLES.
portion
herty
Brown.
and
ordered the Injured man taken to
of larceny. While these proceedings
and my Book on either Dyspepfood
eaten
Kidneys.
were being conducted Maza and the
or
the hospital. The wound was dress
The
Heart
sia,
The
and Mules Bought and ExHorses
ago
days
is
American Icague.
ed and it is the doctor's opinion that
American ofilcers involved took bara- of the Stomach, Heart or
changed.
DRY CEDAR
At New York
R. H. E. bia from jail, placed him In an auto- Iviotf Troubles
still
blood (poisoning will be avoided, but
symptoms of a
merely
are
Kidneys
PINION
4 10
there,
Icr
that a partial paralysis of the foot Detroit
mublle. took him ucross the Doraei
the
make
Don't
deeper
ailment.
AND TOItNIJXO.
BEST TOURNOUTS IN THE CITY
New York
menting, de
will result.
turned him over to the Mexican
common error of treating symptoms
Bat terle.s Donovan and Schmidt and
Second Street, between Railroad and
aut horitles.
caying
STRICTLY CASH.
end J only. Symptom treatment is treating
TERMS
Copper Avenue.
tirth and' Thomas.
CTOKS OBJECT TO
Sarabla has been returned to Ari
clogging the the result or vour aumeni, ana noi
I4TTLK SON OF MK3. I1UN.
At Boston
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Stomach
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intestines.
14 22
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til the extradition case has been de From this disgusting mass the blood mutt the Inside nerves mean
Stomach
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The
ing auditors on each passenger train Cleveland
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Maza and the American of
And the Heart,
weakness, always.
nourishment to carry to every or
Batteries
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and
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to assume the colelction of tickets, man.
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602 80UTH FIRST STREET.
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their
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the Central
has stirred
iurv and
ALBUQUERQUE
Weaken
nerves.
II. h. i: If Maza. is convicted a penitentiary wonder their complexion is bad, their trolline or inside you
a protest from the conductors, re- St. At Philadelphia
inevitably
have
nerves,
and
these
.
4
prou
Louis
0
breath offensive, their bowels inactive and
sentence will be imposed In all
lieved of that much of their duty
Here is where
THE OLDEST MILL IN THE CITY.
vital organs.
2
5
ability. He will also lose his olliciu! their health impaired in every way? Is it weak
The plan is to have the auditor ac Philadelphia Dlne-- n
Dr. Shoon's Restorative has made Its
When In need of . door, frames
Batteries
anil Spencer standing.
company the conductor through the
any
they
wonder
get
can
no
that
relief
even
remedy
claims
No
an
other
fame.
etc.
Screen work a Kpcclalty. 403
Powers.
train and take up all tickets ami Plank
from blood purifiers, purgatives when as
Also
the "inside nerves."
At Washington-Washin- gton
South Urst Btreet. Telephone 403.
H. E
fares. The conductor will simply sig'
At this season we should eat spar-hit- ? fast as the blood is cleansed it is aimed to treat
8
for bloating, biliousness, bad breath
nal the train to stop and go ahead Chicago
We should also
and properly.
gain? Try a rational treatment. Take or comnlexlon. use Dr. Shonp's Re
help the stomach as much ns pos- something
the auditor notifying him, even, when
help
C.
to
the stomach rid itself of storative.
Write me today for sam
Batteries
octirSmith Patte
to do this. A warm protest against
sible by the use of a little Kodol ocWarner and Hey. Ion; 11
Smith casionally. Kodol for Indigestion and this stagnant mass and to keep it from ac nl.i inii free Honk. Dr. Snoop, Ila
the new arrangement lias been sent lug.
and McFarland.
to the general manager.
Iiyspepsia will rest the stomach by cumulating. Then see if you don't im cine, Wis. The Restorative is sold by
actually digestion of the food itself. prove. One bottle of Cooper's New Dis- all dealers
We-lcleague
Sold by J. U. O'ltielly & Co.
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year ago my little son, who
"About
house yesterday afternoon marted lo purer.
McLaughlin and Veager.
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lack out and the rear tank
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lt H. K
tack of scarlet fever. Soon after he conpit.
The I lenv leuverwent into the turnalile
7 13
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with Ttaube and Mauger
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(back on the track, delaying business
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Batteries
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and
for a few hours.
on him and he became weak and peevish."
N. U.
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and Sullivan.
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We tried physicians and medicines but
Second gam.
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David C. Robinson, of El Paso,
and Miss Hello Corthell were
united in marriage at Machias, N.
Y., last week. They will reside at Hot
Springs, Arizona.
Texas,

Smelter Will Be Blown Shlmose Being Used In Firing
In at That Place
at Battleship Armor
Soon.
Plate.

Reported That He Disappeared to Escape Prosecution
For Smuggling.

Big

Kl Pas.), Tex., August 2
Citizens
of Ciuda.l Juarez are excited over
the unexplained absence o Mayor S.
iloniemayor, and charges of smug-gin- g
which have been preferred
oifaiiift him by the federal authorities.
Mayor Montemayor has not ben
seen on the streets of Juarez since
last Sunday. It Is said that Montemayor left Juarez Monday morning
In a carriage, accompanied by Chief
of Police Ponce de Leon.
He and
the chief are said to have driven to
Anapra. a station on the Southern
Pacitie In New Mexico, where they attempted to Hag a passenger train.
The engineer refused to pay any attention to the signal. Then Montemayor and Ponce drove over to
a station on the El Paso & South,
western, where they succeeded in
llagging a train (bound for Blsbee.
Montemayor boarded the train and
Chief Ponce returned to El Paso. It
1s not known how long the mayor of
Juarez stopped In Ri.ibee or what
iplace Is his destination.
Mayor's Wife in .Inarez.
The wife of the mayor is still In
Juarez. When inquiry was made at
the home of Montemayor as to his
whereabouts, answer was given that
it was not known where he was.
Jlax Weber, president of the Guaranty Trust company, of this city, says
Montemayor has gone to Washington to see Amba-ssado- r
Creel and secure his influence in helping him out
of his trouble.
Charges of smuggling were preferred against Mayor Montemayor in the
district court in Juarez Tuesday
morning, and during the day the government authorities took charge of
and sealed his grain warehouse and
otllce and four cars of wheat which
it is alleged he smuggled into Juorez
from the United States. At the time
of the government's Interference in
it is
the property of Montemayor
said that the clerks were absent,
being that they, like their employer, had suddenly left town.
The property of Montemayor ha- not been confiscated 'by 'the Mexican
government,
but has been taken
charge of by the authorities pending
an Investigation in the district court
of the charges of smuggling. It is expected Chat this investigation will begin the first of next week.
It Is said
that the authorities, who have been
at work on the case several weeks,
have gathered considerable evidenc,
and not until they had obtained It did
they prefer charges.
lt'mml'l as a Fugitive.
Montemayor is looked upon as a
fugitive from justice and etforts are
being made .by government otllcials
to apprehend him and bring him back
to Juarez for trial.
At this time it is Impossible to figure how much wheat Montemayor is
alleged to have smuggled over the
Kio Grande from the United States.
It is claimed that all the wheat was
tbrought over to Juarez In Mexican
house
Central cars; that customs
clearances were forged and that
Yardmaster Villanueva. who has suddenly gone away, was in the play
and delivered the wheat to Montemayor.
The report that a coal car consigned .to Montemayor, when unloaded
Tuesday afternoon, was found to contain dry goods, boots and shoes, under a layer of coal, is branded as
false by Montemayor's friends and
otllcials.
Central
also by Mexican
The Mexican Central officials say thai
no coal car was consigned to Montemayor and none was unloaded Tuesday.
The only charges against the
mayor of Juarez up to this time are
for alleged smuggling of wheat.
City Clerk .Makes Statement.
I'rrutia.
Sen or Angel
Calderon
of
member of the city council
Juarez. Is acting as mayor of Juarez.
City Clerk Iiearra stated this morning that Mayor Montemayor, before
leaving Juarez, hail obtained a 30
days' leave of absence from the government and had notified Senor
to act as mayor until he returned.
"Mayor Montemayor
hail been
thinking for some time to take a vacation and had obtained a leave of
absence for ,10 days from the gov"He
ernment," said Senor Lacarra.
showed me the telegram granting
him the leave and told me who would
be the acting mayor. He fixed up
his business before he left, but did
not tell me nor any one else in his
I
ofllce where he Intended going.
suppose he wi'll return in due course
of time and set aright
all these
charges and talk against him."

Orogrande, X. M., August 2. This
a time of expectancy, a kind of
the calm
before the storm. In this camp. The
momentous occasion for which every
prospector, miner and producer
of
Is
the district
waiting for the
blowing in of the new 250-to- n
smelter of the Southwest Smelting ami
Heflning company. That this event
s
will take place within a very
now is beyond dispute. Every
detail of the plant Is being completed.
The manager of the sampling
department has been on the ground
for several days and was recently
heard to offer to bet a $5 lint that
the sampler would start within two
weeks.
This does not mean that the
smelter, will blow in within that time
but that the company will begin buying ore and filling the big bins now
already and awaiting the ore.
The blowing In of the smelter
mieans a new era of things for the
district. For the past nine years
men have been working and waiting
always believing In the future greatness of the camp.
The obstacles
have been many, the discouragements not a few but now the silver
lining is showing and the thunder
clouds of the past are rolling away.
Already the rainbow of promise is
visible and the hearts of men, women and children made glad.
I'lenty of Moisture.
Up to a year ago water was far
scarcer than hen's teeth. Even religion suffered
as there was not
enough water within forty miles to
baptize an infant. A year or more
ago this drouth was broken by the
completion of the big pipe line from
the Sacramento river in the Sacramento mountains by the Southwest
company. For twenty-eigmiles
this line trails across the valley like
a monstrous
reptile and from Its
mouth gushes thousands and thousands of gallons of water each day.
The next mountain to be overcome
was the question of smelting the ores
of the camp. A number of independent companies undertook to solve this
problem by shipping to the El Paso
smelter but the wagon haulage, railroad rates and the smelter charges
bit a big hole In the apple and sometimes left little but the wormy core.
Hut all of this Is nncient history
now for the camp Is to have its own
smelter, operated by its own good
people.
The tunnel being cut through the
Lucky Hill by the Southwest company is nearlng completion and within thirty days at the most the tramway
through
this cut and on up
through the Hat to the
will be completed.
This tramway
will practically touch the
Cuprite,
the Hershberger and the Turquoise
properties, nil of which are shippers.
The ore will be hauled from thee
properties to the smelter for 50 to 75
cents per ton where it now costs from
Jl 60 to $2.00.
Wntor to Waste.
The valley shaft of the Lucky Is
making more water each week. A new
Mow was struck this week nnd it is
estimated that the entire How Is now
nearly 100,000 gallons per twenty-fou- r
hours. At present this water is
allowed to waste, but preparations are
being made to utilize it by selling it
to placer mines. The First National
Mining company now lias a 100-to- n
placer plant outlined and the biue
prints made. The Moffit company is
also putting In a plant of about the
same capacity and a Boston company
is reported to have ordered a plant.
With these three placer plants in
operation there is liable to lie something doing in the recovery of placer
gold. Some of the beds are very rich
and are liable to create a sensation
when fully npcne.J up to bed rock.
The Turquoise Is now installing a
hand Jigging process for the purpose'
of testing its ores and the particular
process best adapted to its particular
ore. As soon as this test Is completed
the company proposes to put in a
modern mill of something like 200
tons capacity and mill all of its lower grade ores while the high grade
will be sent to the smelter.
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The baseball fans who were caught
the rain at Traction park last sun-dawill have another opportunity to
see the Clmarrons line up against the
Hrowtm. tomorrow anil Sunday. The
Cimarron team has been considerably
strengthened since their last appearance here, three new players having
Jx'en engaged.
A week from Sunday. August 11,
the Santa Fe Grays will charter a
.special train, and bring the baseball
people of that town here to witness
game between the Grays and the
the
p, row ns.
From the present outlook a
good sized crowd will accompany the
team.
In

y,

M. K. Church to In Indicated.
M.. Auuust 2.
Kslancla,
(SM-cl- al)
Kstanci.i Methodists are making preparations for the dedication
of their
new
handsome
church
which will take place next Sunday.
Itev. Samuel lil.iir, of El Paso, Texas,
superintendent of English Missions,
of the Methodist Episcopal church,
will deliver the dedicatory sermon.
The new house of worship is a frame
structure and a credit to the town.
Kev. W. A. Pratt, who was recently
ppoi ii ted
pastor. has
assumed
charge of the ministerial duties here
and the congregation Is growing rapidly under Ills able leadership. The
Santa. Fe Central Kailway will make
a special party rate of one fare from
Santa Fe for the round trip as a
number of Santa Fe people are desirous of attending the dedication. Tickets will lie good leaving Saturday
and returning Monday.
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Need Constant Help
Albuquerque People
on
Doun's Kidney Pills.
The constant strain of busy life
Wears out the kidneys, and iu
years.
The kidneys cry for help,
old backs will ache, day In, day out;
Urinary ills will udd their weight of
la-.--

woe,

Until the kidneys have the help they
need.
Aid the kidneys with Doan's Kidney
Pills.
Restore a perfect filtering of the
blood.

Cure the sick kidneys when they're
sick.
Albuquerque
people endorse
this
great remedy.
T. A. Harnett, retired, living at 914
South Iiroadway, Albuquerque, N. M ,
says: "For years I have been mure
or less troubled with kidney complaint, the ailment becoming mure
pronounced than ever about two years
ago.
Iiesides having pains in my
back and a general weakness extending from my hips down, my condition
was bo that any little exertion would
tire me so that I would have to sit
down and rest.
There was also a
too frequent action of the kidney secretions, disturbing my rest as oftn
as ten times a night.
At times I
had no control at all over the secr?-tion- s,
this being so during the day
as well as at night.
About a year
ago 1 had the good fortune to learn
of Doan's Kidney Pills and procured
I can say
them at the drug store.
that no medicine ever afforded ine
the benefit derived from them. They
have spared me a great deal of
and Inconvenience and th"?y
not only give strength and tone to the
kidney?, hut Invigorate me generally. '
Price 0
For sale hy all dealers.
Foster-Milliur- n
Co., IiuiTi'o,
cents.
N". v., sole
agents for the United
States.
Keniotnber the name Doan's n id
No. 20
take no other.
De Witt's l.itrle Kuly
don't
sil ken or gripe,
Small pills, easv to
take. Sold by J. II. o' l'Jelly & Co.
lie Witt's Carbonized Witch Hazel
Salve penetrates the pores and heals
quickly. Sold by J. H. O'Uielly & Co.
iti-e-

is

Within the .past ten days there hava
been fourteen desertions from Troop
of the famous "Fighting Fifth Cavalry," stationed at Fort Whipple, Arizona.
No cause can be assigned for
Washington, 11. C, August 2.
wholesale desertions by those in
What can the Japanese powerful ex- the
plosive, shlmose, do to the armor of touch with military affairs at the
fort.
the new United States battleships?
This is the question that the govArizona is still holding Its own as
ernment experts at Sandy Hook were
a contributor to the mutton supply
trying recently to answer liy
The targets were the of Kansas City. Reports of repreequivalents of sections of the armor sentative sales last week
included
f warshlips.
The projectiles were 4.5S1 Arizona sheep all shipped by
There were
the counterparts of those used by Ca.mpbell & Francis.
Japanese against the Husslan fleet sales of 1,609 from various points la
and also In the field artillery service. Colorado and Idaho.
The nature of the tests was not
General Agent lmdls,
of the
known until today. None of the officers who made the test has given Southern Pacific this morning reout any information about the re- ceived information to the effect that
sult, but it Is known that the effect James R. Garfield, secretary of the
of the explosive on the American ar- Interior department, who Is now touring the west, will arrive at Maricopa.
mor plate was not alarming.
Ariz., on August 4, instead of AugSumo as American Shell.
An expert for an American manu- ust 13, as had been originally planfacturer of explosives, who was .pres- ned.
ent during part of the test, said that
Lordsburg, N. M was visited with
the effect on the plates was about
the same as It the regulation Ameri- one of the heaviest rains In Its history
last Wednesday aifternoon between 2
can shell had been used.
Shlmose has .been the secret of Ja- and 3 o'clock. The rain came down
pan four or five years. Its base was in the proverbial torrent and the
known to lie picric acid. It Is known weather bureau's rain gauge showed
in the navy department that after the that 1.40 Inches of water fell Inside
war the Russians of an hour. The streets were rivpicked up unexploded shells which ers, and the north and south streets
were loaded with shlmose. This was (lowed banks full.
analyzed, but whether the United
A shooting scrape occurred in SliStates government has accepted the
Husslan analysis or obtained shlmose ver Hell yesterday resulting in the
wounding
of Manuel and Cuco Coclo,
Is not known.
on Its own account
from the name two young Mexican men. who are
Shlmose is
of its Inventor, Prof. Shlmose of Jaat that camp. The shooting
pan. Japanese shells were described was done .by a cook In one of the
during the reoent war as more ef- saloon lunch counters and is said to
fective than lyddite, maximite. Jove-It- e have resulted from trouble between
or melenite.
General William one of the brothers and the cook
Crozier, chief of the army bureau of over the affections of a woman in
ordnance, was present at the tests of the town.
shimose.
Three months In the county Jail
and a fine of $25 was the decision of
I ilfe. Insurance.
Judge
e
twenty-fivScott at Tucson, Ariz., Wednesyou
now
can
cents
For
Insure yourself and family against day In the case of the county against
any bad results from an attack of A. M. Ranks charged with passing
two bogus chocks on local merchants.
colic or diarrhoea during the summer months. That Is the price of a Although he committed a penitentiary
bottle of Chamberlain's Colic, Chol- offense Hanks was let oft on a misdeera and Diarrhoea Remedy, a medi- meanor charge as his aged mother
cine that has never been known to telegraphed sufficient funds to the lofall.' Huy it now. It may save life. cal authorities from San Francisco to
make good the checks that her son
For sale by all druggists.
passed in Tucson.
get
and
Tlio
Crttzen
for
Subscribe
Adolfo Jaramlllo, of Ijiis Vegas, has
the news.
wade application for a pension on
account of rheumatism,
"Kogulnr an the Sun."
contracted
Is nn expression as old as the race. while In the service of the United
No doubt the rising and setting of States army in battles around Manila
during the Spanish-America- n
war.
the sun is the most regular performance In the universe, unless It is
Virginia Pacheco de Iyba has
the action of the liver and bowels
when regulated with Dr. King's New brought suit in Mora county, N. M.,
Life Pills. Guaranteed by all drug- for divorce from Reymundo
on the grounds of desertion and non- gists. 25c.
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BALDRIDGE
A NO CHICAGO

LUMBER

BHER

PAINT Cover, more, looks bert, wear
the longest, most economical; full measure,
BUILDING
PAPER Alwayi In stock.
Plaster. Lime, Cement.
Paint. Glass, Sash, Doors, Etc.
FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE. ALRCQCERQCE, NEW iVRX.

.

1

G.LKeppeler
S, Second St.

317-31- 9

Phone

Be Sure to Get What
You Ask For.

y
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Albuquerque
New Mexico

(SPHERE

Is a Reaso- nWhy the Good People of America buy Cascarets as Fast as the
Clock Ticks.
Every second some one, somewhere, Is
Buying a little
Box of CascaTets.
1, 2, 3, 4, 5,
times to the Minute,
60 Minutes to the Hour, 3600 Boxes an
an Hour, 36,000 Boxes a Dajr of Ten Hours,
1,030,000 Boxes a Month, and the n some.
Think of it 220,000 People take a
tablet each day.
Millions use
when necessary.
The Judgment of Millions of Bright
Americans is Infallible. They have been
Buying and Taking Cascarets at that rate
for over Six years.

A. C. niLICKE and JOHN S. MITCHELL
Invite their friend to mak
BESaOSBSBSSta New Mexico headquarter at

Ten-Ce-

STTte Hollenbeck Hotel
Los Angeles,

660

--

California

Tour friendship and patronage i appreciated.
Courtesy and
attention to guests Is a pleaaure to us. Hollenbeck Hotel and Cafe
better than ever. Location convenient and desirable.
Depot and beach line cars atop at the Hollenbeck door.

Cas-car- et
Cas-care- ts

omo9omomomo9omoo9oomomomo9omomo9omi

00OttOaO0CaO0C000
Albuquerque

Over Five Millions of Dollars have been
Spent t o make the merits of Cascarets
known, and every cent of it would be lost,
did not sound merit claim and hold the
constant, continued friendship, Patronage
and Endorsement of
people year
after year,

se

There Is also a Reason
Whv there are Parasites who attach
themselves to tho Healthy Body of Cascar-et- 's
success Imitators, Counterfeiters,

We Take the Firsts!

THE

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rex Flintkote Roofing

First and Marquette

Altmqtferqae, New Mexico

The St. Elmo
JOSEPH

220

BARNETT, Prop'.

West Railroad

Arouse

Others Get the Flag

Annual
Territorial Fair Association
Twenty-Sevent- h

7 to 12 INCLUSIVE
OCTOBER
ALUUQUERQUE. NEW MEXICO
$8,000
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FOR TROTTERS, PACERS. AND RUNNERS

Purse
Purse
Purse
Purse
Purse
Purse

Trottino; and Racing Prtip;mm

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

No.

12:17

22:20
32:13
42:25
5
62:30
Free-For-All-Pa-

Pace

Trot
Pace
Pace
ce

Trot

(Runriinp; Frtjtiram I Jn

I

1

i

icjt

1

$1,000
1,000
1,000

500
.

1,000
500

Later)

The Best Horses on the Colorado, Kansas and Texas Circuits-Entries and Whirlwind FinishesThat's All

Big

List of

RAILWAY KATES. HALF FARE OR BETTER
J. A. WEINMAN
President

JAY A HUBBS
Manager

Works

Albuquerque Lumber Co.

THE BIG FAIR
New Mexico's

Machine

..

s.,

They are Trade Thieves who would rob
Cascarets of the "Good Will" of the people,
and sneak unearned profits, earned and
paid for by Cascarets.
A Dishonest Purpose means a Dishonest
Product and a Disregard of the Purchasers'
Health or Welfare.
Beware of the Slick Salesman and his
ancient "Just as Cood" story that common
sense refutes.
Cascarets are made only by the Sterling
Remedy Companjr, and put up in metal box
with the "long-taile- d
C" on the cover.
They are never sold In bulk.
Every tablet marked :'CCC."
Be sure you get the genuine.
?4g

Foundry and

HALL, Proprietor
Iron and Brasa Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cara;
ings, Pulleys, Grade Bare, Babbit Metal; Columns as J ShaftIroa
Fronts for Buildings.
Rmomlrm on Mtlnlnr mm mum ..,..- ,
Foundry east aide of railroad track.
iiv.,,.

well-pleas-

Ix-yb-

r
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Left IN NATIVE
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actual-experiment- s.

Kusso-Japane-

OEM

Since the arrest of Conley Mus-- ,
grave by the rangers on the charge;
of horse stealing in Texas, it has de- veloped that Just prior to his arrest
he passed several checks in Fair-- !
banks and Patagonia, Ariz., on varl-- 1
ous parties, stating that
he . had
.
.....I. m, In xnvt 1.L.1IMIY- 'l. 1
LH1
which he drew the checks. ie0,l,
When the
checks reached Henson they were
stamped, "Not paid for want of
funds." Musgrave, It is stated, never
had any money In the bank of Hen-so- n
whatever. It Is doubtful If anything will be done with him on these
charges as the sheriff from Texas is
FXipeeted
to arrive here during the
next few days and will take him back
to answer to the charges there.

Col. o. O. Jtyh.e, of silver Citv,
left with his family yesterday for Si.
Iiouls to reside. Col. Myhre has been
at the head of the New Mexico national guard.

SHELLS

VAMU

support. They were married in the
tnwn of Chacon on January 6, 1993.
and have a son 14 years old. Tho
plaintiff asks for the custody of the!
child.
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SEE E. O. PRICE.
My name Is Prices E. O. Price. I am here to stay. I like the town and
I like the people. The climate Is the acme of anything and everything desirable. I have established the E. O. Price Real Estate Agency. My office
Is 212 South Second street bear that number in mind, 212 South Second
Street. It you have anything in my line to sell seei E. O. Price. I will sell
it for you. If you have anything to rent see E. O. Price. I will rent It for
you. My bread and butter depends upon giving you good and prompt service. Call and see me and lets get acquainted.
SEE K. O. PRICE.

8.

HM)T.

ANNOUNCEMENT

EDITOR

MR.

BEET

ABOUT TOWN

svuscription rates.
"5Rn
"

One year by mail In advance
One ntontli by mail
One month by currier within city limits

We arc going to cut our stock down two thirds. All
during this month we will give a straight discount of 20
per cent, for cash. This means practically cost, as the
prices have all advanced from 10 to 20 per cent, since
our goods were purchased. Just watch this space for
bargains in Furniture, Rugs, Ranges Crockery and
glassware, Draperies, Shades and Linoleum.

INTRODUCES

BIG VEGETABLE

HHIHMIIMMMIHMHt

60

DO TOU GET THE CITIZEN? V
MARKET
Owing to the fact that even
the best carrier boys The Cltiten la able to secure will now
and then fail to deliver your pa- Many Choice Offerings by A!
per and also owing to the fact
that your neighbor may nowunthinkingly appropbuquerque Merchants for
f and then
THE AUirQrERQfE CITIZEN IS:
riate The Citizen left at your
The leadinjt Rcpnhllcan dally and weekly newspaper of the Southwest.
forget to return It,
door
and
Sunday Buyers.
The advocate of Republican principle and tlie "Square Peal."
this paper has arranged with
'
the Postal Telegraph company
'
to deliver you an extra copy in
THE AL,nrQrERQVE CITIZEN HAS!
the event that yours falls to
"A beet may not be an aristocrat
The finest equipped Job depnrUnent In New Mexico.
In the vegetable world, but he surely
reach you. There is no addition- Ttie latest report by Associated rress and Auxiliary News Service.
al expense to you. If your paIs a staple article and a steady seller,
s' per does not reach you by reg-- f
vouchsafed a big licet in a bunch
"WE GET THE NEWS FmST.',
ular carrier call up the Postal
under the spray of the fountain In a
company
Telegraph
PHONE
local market.
"The boarding houseNUMBER 36 and tell them. A
keeper Is our steadfast friend, every
messenger boy will supply you
day we occupy a prominent place on
a copy of The Citizen. In
f' with
her table and lend a pleasing color
this manner, we can also keep
to the surroundings.
track of the "misses" of our
"Dnlly we come In for slighting
get
you
can
own
and
carriers
f your paper
remarks from the bonrders, but I norain or shine.
5fiaCe
tice
that we are eaten Just the same.
REMEMBER THE NUMBER
I venture to surmise that there are
88.
PHONE
way
a
in
Albuquerque
that
more pickled beets consumed In a
There is a question now before the people of
day right here In Albuquerque than
Is more serious than the bringing of industries to our city or the advancement
F. P. Canfleld, of Kansas City, Is any other vegetable except potatoes.
of our financial Interests.
Yet people never tire of jesting about
in the city today on business.
It is the question of Alhuquerque's bad boys.
They twit us about our florid
It Is a
A fine shower at 1 o'clock gave the us.
Something must be done, and something must be done quickly.
complexion, or, if we happen to fade
vacatemporary
a
sprinkler
two
street
some
has
Albuquerque
ad state of affairs but it must be admitted that
out a trifle by reason of reposing too
long In vinegar or setting In the
dozen bad boys boys who have dlpplayed enough of the criminal In their tion.
offormerly
Clayton,
had
who
Dr.
someIf
up
grow
as
criminals
strong New Mexico sunshine, they
nature to warrant the statement that they will
rebuilding,
has
fices
Barnett
the
in
remark
thnt we are growing pale. I
thing is not done to check them.
avenue.
to
Oold
412
moved
heard a fresh young man say the
A few days ago two little boys were arrested for robbing a gas meter.
John A. Hennesy, of Nantucket other day to a young lady across the
They admitted guilt, took their arrest as a matter of course and spent a night Beach,
Mass., who with his family table from him that she looked as
In Jail carving their names on the walls, dancing, singing and otherwise con- Is spending several weeks at Bear pale as a boarding house beet. You
canon, was In the city today.
ducting themselves like hardened criminals.
should have seen that young lady
In fact, they are bad boys in every sense of the word.
C. C. Braldenhouse, a fireman of blush. She got real riled up and I
store
department
big
a
robbing
the Las Vegas division, who was bad- thought sure she would say someLast night, the police caught a youngster
The lad admitted ly scalded by a water glass breaking thing really sarcastic to the wise guy
with all the cunning and skill of a professional burglar.
the engine on July ii7, is able to opposite, but she didn't. She Just
that he had been robbing the store systematically end had secured in all In
bit her Hp and reached for the
be around again.
some $45 dollars.
pickled beets and chewed down a
brand new red automobile few
He was not afraid of the dark; he entered the store at a late hour when Is AIn big
rosy sections to calm herself.
Levy
to
'belongs
city
and
It
the
hobof
for
fear
breathe
to
"I wlil tell you why some beets get
a healthy normal boy would have been afraid
Brothers, the local stock brokers. The
sickly look at times. It is the
goblins or ghosts.
machine Is a 60 h. p. Thomas and that
way they are boiled. If the outer skin
In the cases above mentioned, the parents or guardians have been ab- cost 14,000.
Is
or cut In any way the colorsolved from all blame following an investigation.
There will be a regular meeting of ingbroken
escapes In the water and
the Adah Chapter, No, S, O. E. S.. the matter
In each case It appears that they have tried to do everything In their
Is the loser thereby. Pome
power to reform the boys and to bring them up as honest industrious chil- tihs evening at 8 o'clock. By orUur beetsbeet
white albinos
are
naturally
the worthy matron. Laura Fluke, but you don't see many of that sort
The boys, however, took to cigarettes and crime in preference to any of
dren.
secretary.
down this way for some reason. They
other pastime.
fine fox terrier belonging to C. say the white beets taste Just the
Heretofore the police have refused where possible to lock the bad boys N. A Hudson,
West Silver avenue, same as the red. but somehow I can't
up In the dirty slty Jail because they feared to harden the boys to an even was poisoned of
yesterday. It is though; reconcile myself to that color. I
greater extent by confining them with criminals.
ate
he
the poison in the neigh- stand up for the real rosy anarchistic
to that
Th. t.a.1 hnvi are sham. Thev know that the police do not want
borhood of Koblnson park.
hue every time.
injuring
through
of
punished,
fear
punish them as they perhaps should be
"Our cousin, the sugar beet, has
H. O. Reeve, of Newark, N. J.,
pun
mc
me
on
ui
auditor of the Mutual Benefit Life In- developed Into an Important factor
their morals. They take advantage or mis senumeni
proby
was
recently
startled
surance company, is visiting in this In western agricultural circles, ns you
A man passing near a high board fence
small boys on the opposite city with the state manager, Thomarf well know. See what the sugar beet
fane and vulgar language being u"sed by severalwas
It has made
tening aooui a crime mo Steward. He will remain here a few has done for Colorado.
One or the boys
aide. He Btopped to listen.
days.
land that was formerly not consideryoungsters Intended to commit. '
.
n
cultivating,
worth
laughed-"Today'- s
E. M. Bullard, the well known col- ed worth dollars an acre. Theover
sugar
One boy suggested that they might be arrested. The other boy even if lector
thousand
&
Co.,
W.
H.
for
Hahn
left
police,
"the
every sumThursday," aaid the boy who first
last night for a month's vacation in beet togives employment
ain't goln California.
thousands upon thousands re-of
they, did catch us. wouldn't keep us more than one day. They
He - will visit Los Ange- mer
of
a
drunks
lot
might
always
have
otherwise
they
les, Long Beach,- San Dlega and other laborers who
to lock, us In Jail because Saturday night
main idle. The sugar Industry is be..' ing
nd they think we'll learn bad habits, too, if they keep us in Jail. Naw, its places of interest.
revolutionized In this country by
replevin
case
a. regular cinch."
The
Trevar
Lou
of
sugar beet.
They are too young to vs. oblnklna Brothers and Company, the unassumingI hear
Now what is to be done with boys like that.
rumors that the
"Moreover
enough
and
yet
old
are
Wednesday
was
they
postponed
until
and
know what a career of crime means to them
farmlands in the Rio Grande valley
morning
10
foresight
In
of
o'clock,
Justice
at
skill
and
coups
the
with
all
be largely devoted to beet culhrewd enough to plan their little
court this morning, owing will
within the next few years. If
ture
regular crooks.
to
were
the fact that all the witnesses
you succeed In securing the National
Albuquerque needs a Juvenile court and she should have a Juvenile Jail. unable to appear
today.
Irrigation congress In Albuquerque a
regular
By a Jail, it should not be understood that boys should be fined as areIdleness,
of Lin- year from next fall I guess there will
James R. Brent,
six days or longer.
law breakers and locked in prison for five or average
coln county, and now a resident uf be something doing in the beet Inboy
Silver City, was In the city this mornbehind the bars. Is worse than crime for the
all right. It
In this
for boys only, ing, en route to Denver, where hu dustry
But the city should have a temporary place of detention
has been amply illustrated that sugar
propequipped
appear
and
will
of
as
one
properly
witnesses
the
profitable
school,
highly
containing
a
beets
and the territory should have a reform
In a mining case.
elements
percentage of saccharine
- '
erly disciplined.
a
While Rev. O. W. Dunlap, pastor can be raised In this vicinity and that
There must be some place of correction, drastic enough to enfuee
of the Presbyterian church
at Las It would be feasible to have a great
proper fear of the law in the minds and hearts of the bad boys and it is up to Cruces,
If
Is In the city filling the pul-ip- lt beet sugii" factory In this city.
Albuquerque to take the lead.
of Rev. Cooper, who is spending vou don't believe what I say, Just ask
more
undoubtedly
have
we
territory
and
This is the largest city In the
a vacation as the guest of Rev. Elijun Col. Twltchell. of Ijjs Vegas, about It
lacts
P. Kenton on the latter's ranch
at and he will tell you a few hards valley
bad boys than any other place In New Mexico.
be
proper
should
manner
a
boys
in
Jemez, is In this city, his congregaabout the resources of this
The subject of caring for our bad
startling."
can
be
youngsters
truly
are
will
tion
remodeled
when
have
the
his
church
which
a
time
at
given serious consideration now and
Native tomatoes and Colorado np- and beautified for the synod of the
reformed If ever.
Mexico,
Presbyterian
ples
New
are the nearest approach, to novchurch
of
police
off
names
the
keeping
their
by
boys
The police have protected the
which will meet at Las Cruces in elties on the local provision markets
Jail.
docket and by keeping them out of
September.
this week. Native vegetables are at
artheir best and are plentiful. 1 ne
The Citizen has made it a rule never to mention the name of a boy
it.
avoid
to
the
possible
product remains
California
rested by the police where it was
because they are not OKLAHOMA REPUBLI
standby In the fruit line. The prices
At the same time the bad boys are here and Just
In the press. Is no excuse
for the week are the following:
paraded before the public in the police court and
cKctnblos.
criminal young.
tor not awakening to the needs of the help
Green corn, &0 a doz.: summer
the cause if they would take the
NOMINATED
CANS
The ministers could do much to
beans, 10c; potawax
10c;
squash,
to realize how serious a
toes, 7 lbs for 2'ic; cucumbers, 5c and
matter up and the city council should also be made
nerves
the
and
generation
to
future
the
up; tomatoes, ir,c; native tomatoes,
menace the bad boys have become
Tulsa, I. T., August 2. The repub- 20c; peas, 6c; cabbage, tc; green
and peace of the present one.
chill, 20c; onions. 2 bunches, 5c; dry
lican state convention, which adjournIt is a serious problem and it should be dealt with promptly.
Bcrhuhurb, 7 Vic; beets, car
ed at midnight
after nominating onions.turnips,
5c; green beans. l(c:
Frank Frantz, former rough rider, rots,
watermelons,
governor
present
2'ic; cuntelope, 3 for
and
of Oklahoma,
(by acclamation for governor of the 25c; mangoes, 2!ie.
new state of Oklahoma and naming
disGreen gages. 15c; oranges, 30c and
candidates for the other principal ofHenry Watterson's sec.et is out. This story I told in a W ashington
fices, met again
today to complete up; bananas. 40c; pineapples, 20c and
Minnesota,
is
of
Johnson,
A.
John
"Governor
World:
patch to the New Work
up; strawberries. 2 boxes, 35c; blackticket. There are no contests.
capable of carrying the lemoeriite party theThe
ticket was composed by noon berries, 15c; grape fruit, 10c and up;
the candidate to whom I referred a.
A. as follows,
Charles
Colonel
to
according
Watterson,
Henry
adlemons, 35c; apricots, 17 He; rU
and the convention
to victory next year," said
15c;
blue
committee who returned journed:
State superintendent of plums, 15c; raspberries,
Edwards, secretary of the democratic congressional Henry."
Colonel Edwards public Instruction, Calvin Ballard; plums, 15c; peaches, 15c; pears, 15c;
"I had a conference with 'Marse'
Louisville.
2
will
you
lbs., 25c.
state examiner and Inspector, J. S. apples,
Colonel Watterson
saTd?
he went over the ground at length.
Flxh.
he would name a Fisher; labor commissioner, A. D.
remember, some time ago stated that at the proper .Urn.
15c; salmon, 25c; bnrrl-cudsupreme
court,
Murlln;
bass.
Pea
clerk
of
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Alleghany
west
of
the
and
line
Dixon's
and
15c; cattish, 20c; black bass,
democrat living north of Mason
a J. W. Speake; commissioner of charifor public office, and who wears
corrections,
ties
25c.
Miss Hazel
and
motalns whowho. f 'nominated, beaten
victory.
Moat.
could lead the democratic party to
Reef. 8 to 20c; pork, 15 to 20c;
to the identity of Col. Watterson's man.
were
Johnson
veal. 15 to 20c; mutton, 10 to 20c;
one LauThU on Governor Johnson, but It was found that became
spring lamb, $1.50 (whole); ham. 17
ROCKEFELLER IS
weaV. no mustache and so he was dropped from the guessing.
hamburger
15c;
to 25c; sausage,
behe
up
to
time
the
mustache
a
wore
(French or plain), 15c; spring chicklater that Governor Johnson
Colonel
shaven
gone
came governor,
clean
has
he
en, 30c.
since which time
democrat who was abso-lZl- y
ENJOYING HEALTH
Governor Johnson was the oneparty
nlmoslty.
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1IOT1.1. ARRIVAL.
faction
no
whom
against
republican state twice, and who Is
who hai a record of earning a strongly
O.,
ForAugust
Cleveland,
2.
At
Alvurado.
est Hill, the suburban home of John
at this time before the nation without a flaw of any sort.
Clay Border,
11.
Mr. and Mrs.
D. Rockefeller, It was stated today Philadelphia;
l.
A. M. Vaughn,
Is
absolutely
no
there
truth In
New York that
H. Van Stone, Esuiii-ciVa.;
And now comes the report of ai.other brutal murder from child,
report
published
the
Mr.
today
that
horE. K. Young, El Paso; A. J.
Two women are strangled to death and now the body of a
City
will undergo a surgical Smith, El Paso; Stanley Moore, OakUndoubtedly the country is under- Rockefeller
operation.
ribly mutilated is found in a basement.
land;
J. J. Borland. Oakland; E. C.
argument.
Read the pnpers and you need no further
It Is also denied that he expects to Logenhart,
going an era of crime.
Denver; It. H. Stevens. St.
case
s
Matthew
case,
the
read
Magill
city
leave
near
the
the
the
future.
in
case,
at
look
Thaw
Louis; Walker Evans, Jr., Chicago;
Start with the
concernpeople
Is stated, played golf Mr. and Mrs. Louis Leon, Los AnRockefeller,
the
of
it
because
cases
celebrated
all
are
these
in Colorado and
suicide this morning with Dr. Blggar, his geles: Richard McOaffey, Salt Lake
But aside from them. Jut read the daily chronicle of murder,
ed
up and begin physician, and la enjoying the best of City; B. P. Phelpa. Topeka; E. M.
average
sit
reader
to
the
something
make
Is
homicide.
It
and
health.
Kinson, Denver; T. W. Mitchell, OmaSociologists all over the country are commenting upon it. They
thinking.
ha; A. G. Seeton, El Paso; S. Luna.
in these days of
we
live
Americans
which
pace
at
fust
to
the
it
Vegas;
attribute
Lunas; John Stein,
a.dementia of crime growIS
trusts, autos and favorite sons. They say there Is
H. B. Parnles. Louisville, Ky.; C.
less
still
and
to
about
nice
not
think
Its
pronounced.
Ky.
more
more
and
Louisville,
ing
to speak about, but there Is a cause somewhere and It Is to be hoped that the
A FIRM FOOTING
ftuvoy.
bumanologlsts, the scientists, the preachers or the police will be able to disMr. and Mr. Frank Bolivar, Max-- I
Crime Is Increasing regardless of
cover the source and eradicate the evil.
K.
no,
Ohio;
W. Mix, Silver City!
Crime Is getting to be a serious
denials and crime Is becoming more brutal.
Chicago. III., August 2. -- George E. W. W. Nichols, Belen: F. C. Kaufl-maWhy?
menace to our homes, happiness and even to our country.
.
Belen; G. II. Pierce. Kansa
Roberts, former director of the mint,
Mrs.
assumed his new position as president City; W. P. Doyle. Peabody;
'
one
present
of
small
at
consists
navy,
which
Watilngtua
enlarge
Is
Chas.
and daughter, Rin-coto
its
Mexico
of
bank
Commercial
the
National
1163 here yesterday.
cruiser, six gunboats, two transports and two torpedo boats, manned by pow"The prospects for business are ex
officers and men. The Mexican government is not ambitious for naval
Grand Ccntrul.
cellent throughout the country, salU
er, but wants enough fighting ships to look after Hs extensive coast lines.
Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Jones.
Rmlierts.
"I believe the slight check
; E. J. Howard, Las Vegpast
T.
during
I.
experienced
we
the
have
A Pennsylvania bride is seeking a divorce because two hours after marfew months has been a good thing as; D. HazeU, Las Vegas; J. E. Jones,
may
be
They
boarding
open
house.
a
riage her husband suggested thut she
It has proved beyond question that Los Vegas; D. Thomas, Kansas City,
Sweeney, Trliulad; Elir.u Dawright who contend that there should be but one ground for divorce, but It business In the country is on a firm T.
son, Wil!a-footing.
must be admitted that there are frequently extenuating circumstances.
Bring us your Joe none. Prices
Rturjre.
The the very lowest and
Machinery 100,000 years old has lately been discovered in Egypt.
the work will
A. L. Patten. Boston; T. D. Hen-nlnroytinder need not be deterred from uxing It through fear of a demand for
stand Inspection anywhere. Business
Los Lunas: George W. Moore,
Engie; F. D. Carpenter, Estanclu;
and calling cards a specialty.
alty by the owner of the patent.

matter at the roMofdce of Albuquerque, N.
Entered iu sccond-cla'
nder Act of Congrew of March 3, 18T9.
f
Th only Illustrated dally newspaper In New Mexico and the best
medium of the Southwest.
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Strong Block
Corner 2d and Copper

F. H. Strong
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Wfiat
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lOnlvj Thina
a Picnic
........ For
I

The Hawkeye Refrigerator Basket

'

j If

Convartmcnl

in

Compartment for Ice Keeps
Temperature Down to 58
Degrees for 14 Hours. Indispensable to Those Who
Have Used It. :: :: :: ::

McINTOSH HARDWARE CO.
Albuquerque. New Mex.
vll.

'

sr-ke-

.

:

Watterson's Darfi Worse

W

a,

Tom-linso-

iTtatelv

Fred A. Baca, Peralta; J. R. McFar-lanBelen.
New Melr ipnlltm:.
Nantucket
A. Hennessey,
John
Beach, Mass.; F. H. Walker, Denver.

d,

Crolge.
R. W. Kressel, El Paso; J. R.
El Paso.

Run-ket-

t,

FIRMS

FOREST

CAUSING ALARM

Eclipse Wind Mills, Lightning Hay Presses, Walter A. Wood
Mowers and Binders, Bain and Old Hickory wagons
ALL KINDS VEHICLES

Visalla, Calif., August 2. A disastrous tire raged all last night along
the foothills east of this city. The
territory devastated amounts to more
square miles.
Write us for
than seventy-liv- e
The entire population Is fighting Cntulogiio and Prices
the Are but with little suceess. The
damage Is heavy.
The fire was started by a camp fire
left by a band of immigrant.

J. Korber & Co.

ALBUQUEROUE
NEW MEXICO

1
These Are

Tlio Mcintosh Browns and the
Cimarron Swastikas nl Traction Park
Saturday tit 3:30 o'clock and Sunday
at 3 o'clock.

Carriage
Buying

Highland Livery

Days

Saddle horses a specialty. Best
drivers in the city. Proprietors of
"Sadie," the picnic wagon.

Easy Terms

B.YMBROOK BR09.
112 John Street
Phone 898.

and
Low Prices

Call up 597
When in need of anything in the

BAKERY LINE
French Bakery Co.

202

E.

R.R.Ave.

Do you intend buying . vehicle te enjoy the summer months? If you
do don't pass us by. We don't urge you to buy an expensive vehicle
we have many good styles within the range of modest Incomes.

Top Buggies, Runabouts, Stanhopes, Surreys and Spring Wagon of
all kinds. Don't stay away because you are not rich. Come and see
us.

Albuquerque Carriage

Co.

Corner First and Ttjeras Road.

n.

I

"

Wat-feVT-

C. F. Allen
GalvaiM Cornices, Sky
Lights, Stock
and Storage
Tanks, H o t
;

Itioh-maiu-

a;

.

I8

n,

,-

n.

ArJ-mor-

e,

d.

g.

Andrew Jackson Chair

i

Air

J;

The historical "Old Hickory" Chair.

furnaces,

Tin

Roofing,

Light, comfoi table, durable
and especially adapted to hard
service.

Guttering, etc.
General

Jobbing

305 West Gold
Price . . . $2.75

ooooocoxooooooooooooooooo

M. L. SCHUTT
219 South

ROCker

2nd Strut

Come and see our line of
OLD HICKORY FURNITURE

Agent for
I

.

itlcitf. Corn-

-

Life and Accident,

The Strongest Company
Writing Accident Insurance in the World.

boexxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxoxxx)

3.25

....

Real Estate and Loans

Travelers' Insurance Co.,

to match

ALBERT FABER'S
308-31- 0

W. Central Avenue

.... Staab Building

viudat, Arc;rsr

s,

ALBUQUERQUE

im:.

Timitxxzxrxxxxxxxxxxfiii ALBUQUERQUE WILL
B

Kansas Sweet Com
Native Green Corn
Green Chili
Green Beans
Wax Beans
Pole Beans

CITIZEN.

paok

cjltloa explained MoivViy evening In

SAYS HE IS NOT

to a large wigsr factory be SILL WESTFALL, A WILD COVER
BE regard
ing established In Albuquerque.
He
said that if 6,000 acres of land In the
Immediate vicinity of this city were
devoted to beet culture a big sugar
factory would be built here to convert the product. This proposition
he received direct from a representa
tive of the ll.ivemeyers.
20,Ol0 Xenleil.
The colonel further explained as to
the requirements and expense at
tached to holding the Irrigation congress here. He thought that n fund
of $20,000 would cover all, and stated
that this amount would not need
to be raised only In Albuquerque for
the other cities of the territory and
individuals would unInterested
doubtedly render substantial assist
an
event which meant so
ance In
much for the general welfare of the
whole commonwealth.
Will Send Delegate.
In the discussion which followed
the stirring speech of Col. Twltchell,
the club was unanimous In agreeing
to go after the congress and secure
It for Albuquerque if possible. The
members took It upon themselves to
solicit their friends to ascertain the
temper of the local business men on
the subject and to persuade a sufficient number to attend the conven
tion at Sacramento for the purpose of
boosting for Albuquerque.
While no special rate will he offered
delegates by the railroad, Col. Twltchell stated the total expense for an
Individual attending the convention
would not be over $50. This would
allow $40 for railroad fare and i0
for expenses. It was urged that every
person who can possibly do so should
attend the congress. Twenty dele
gates are allowed from the territory
and it is thought that about ten Albuquerque men can be appointed as
delegates. The rest may attend as
Each state or terrepresentatives.
ritory Is entitled to twenty votes at
the congress If more than ten dele
gates attend, but only as many votes
as there are delegates present if less
than ten attend.

REPRESENTED AT

Bell Peppers

Summer Squash

EVENING

Probability That Delegates
Will Secure Next An-

nual Meeting.

WEST SHOWMAN,

MAN

SHOT

Outfit Will Appear In Suspect Declares That
Roping and Riding
Was In Albuquerque
at That Time.
Contests.

Peaches

Plums

Oranges

Bananas

Strawberries
Cantaloupes

Watermelons, etc.
At

WIALOY'Sl
Pleased People
Every Day at

Columbus
Hotel
LUIS

$8

Beauty Parlors

Meals at all Hours. First Class Service Private
Dining Rooms in Connection. Fresh Lobsters
and Blue Point Oysters Received Daily.
;

Under Savoy Hotel
C. E. SUNTAAGG, Proprietor
Convenience - Comfort - Security
.

The telephone makes the
.da tie lighter, the oarea less
and the worries fewer.

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

rooeoooeoOoooo

FUZ SCREENS

Door screen a strong a an ordinary door at price that defy
eastern-mad- e
acreen doors In both strength and price. Window
screens that are as strong as a door at 7 cents per foot at the,

PLAJSTNG MIlZT
SUPERIOR
SEE OUR NEW BRICK BUILDING

xDrsoooxx5ooooeoo

HENRY'S
Cleaning and Pressing Works
Ladies' and Gentlemen's Clothes, Cleaned,
Pressed and Repaired. Goods Called for
n
Orders Given
and Delivered.
Prompt Attention
LET US CALL FOR YOUR CLOTHES
MRS. ROSE HENRY, Albuquerque, N. Mex.
Out-of-tow-

109-11-

1

W. Silver, Rear Savoy Hotel.

Excursions
Every Tuesday, Thurs-

day and Saturday during

June, July, August
and September

Hatters

as

ct

to

Corner

3rdSt.&Gold Ave.

Extremely Low Rates
Los Angeles and Return
Dieo, Coronado and
Return
San Francisco and Return

San

lOoAdmlHHlon

Get

3

Li verv

$35
?hl

$35
$45

RATTERSON
Hoardlnu' &tfct:l

Full Particulars

rom

T. E. PURDY, Agent

Safety of the Checking Account
When you pay your bills by check, you tarry no money
Your money is safe in
on your person, it is net necessary.
the Bank.
You can write out a check for the amount you wish to
pay you check against your money in the 15ank.
Your check book is of no value to anyone The checks
you issue are good only to the party to whom they are made.
We offer exceptional facilities for both large and small
accounts.
We solicit your account.

THE BANK OF COMMERCE
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS $200,000

Eastman Kodaks

311-31-

::

::

AH ARAM

The Albuquerque

HAWLEY

::

Return Limit Nov. 30

Your Credit is Good

T.-J-

Tel. 480

California

1-

CRYSTAL THEATRE

pr
telephone
The
your health, prolong your Ufa
and protects your houe.

TOC KEkJt A TEXJSPHOXE IN TOUR ITOMIt

j

i

j j

Open Day and Night.

j

E.

j

Santa Fe Restaurant

,

1- -5

WEST RAILROAD AVENUE NEXT TO BANK OF
COMMERCE.

Where to Dine Well

Be-le-

Jlast

203

He

"When James McFarland, the SanBill Westfall, the man who throw!
At th meeting of the Commercial
n
teers with his teeth. Is In town, and ta Fe special officer, wa shot at
club last night the matter of secur
last Friday, I was In Albuquerwith him are Alkali Ike, from Texas,
ing the national Irrigation congress
Metvalf from Cimarron, Bob McDan- - que. I know nothing of the affair and
for Altmquerrjue was again agitated.
lels from Arizona, and Bert West fall, consequently can pay nothing about
ol. Twltchell, who did not appear at
Mrs. Westfall, who Is betlcr It," declared the man who was arbesides
the club until 9 o'clock on account of
known as "Miss Kitty White," and rested at Oallup early thin week and
train No. 1 begin an hour late, was
rope throwers. Identified yesterday by Detective Mcwo ciBck Navajo
greeted enthusiastically by a number
This company will give an exhibition Farland as the man who shot him.
f local business men and ne nt once
f wild west stunts at Traction park The prisoner Is now k the city Jail
plunged Into the subject on which he
here. He gives the name of A. R.
week from Sunday.
was scheduled to speaK.
in me
Bill Westfall has gained a national Cover and disclaims all knowledge of
main his remarks were a repetition
horsemandaring
reputation
by
the shooting.
his
those he made at the meeting
hip, and especially
by
his novel
"I can prove that I was In AlbuMonday night, but the facts cited
method of throwing a fullgrown sleer querque at the time of the shooting,"
He also prewill bear repeating.
he declares, "and I am known here.
with his teeth.
sented many new Ideas and gave full- 'I can throw any steer you bring I Intend to go to work here.
for
r details of the requirement
don
care
t
to
Westfall;
"I
said
me."
McFarland Is positive that Cover Is
oldlng an irrigation congress In the
he is. My the man who shot him and the pr'son-?- r
how 'big or powerful
Itr.
la
In
throwing
the
animal
method
will be taken to neten tonight for
The club members and others pres- this: I ride on my horse after the a preliminary hearing. McFarland's
nt at the meeting entered Into a
steer and when I draw near, I leap wound is paining him considerably as
lively discussion after Col. Twltchell
rom the horse In front of the steer l It is close to his spine and the fatigue
had finished his speech and the con
and grab him by the upper lip with occasioned by walking has Irritated it
sensus of opinion was that Albuquer- my teetn.
as long as a sieer nasi
addition to Identifying this man
ue should send a good strong body
horns I can throw him. I hang on t Gallup and having another who
representative citizens as delegates
you
my
jiTTTTTTTTTTTTXXXXXXXXXXXX ot
If
think
that
with
teeth and
arrested at the same time turnedto the congress to be held In Sacra
Is an easy matter. Just try it some
0se as Innocent, yesterday. McFarmento. Cal.. In September. Col. Twit
moou
uay
you
recmess
ooooooooooooooouooo&xxxxx;
wnen
a
in
ieei
land visited Deming and viewed two
chell's Ideas as to having such a body
uy
and down the enraged animal
suspects there, but neither was the
iresent at the convention to boost
a certain twist whtch l give to my man wanted, and both were released.
for Albuquerque as the next place for
my, hands
hold
body.
I
All
while
the
Cover Is of fair facial appearance,
he congress were enthusiastically re
straight up In the air. I don't use though he has an ugly scar on his
celved and It was decided to act upon
an.
my
act
at
hands in the
neck, and he Is apparently about 28
them. The delegates who will at
"There was onlv one other nersoti years of age. He is well and stylishly
tend the congress must be provided
stunt
do
in
this
could
world
who
the
dressed and appears to have a fair
of , this NATURAL CURIOSITY
with literature descriptive
and he was a negro from Texas who education.
section, photographs Illustrating our
It from me. This fellow was
learned
He Bays that he has been In the
ndustrles, farming projects, business
killed about six months ago while southwest all of his life and that he
enterprises, etc.. and they must be
J3hQ
SHOOTING trying
CAUSES
run
trick,
steer
to
do
the
the
n bridge builder.
is
prepared to present a message that
through
ning him completely
the
He was arrested by the city mar- as
will appeal to the delegates
horns.
I
have
body
one
with
of
his
pha, Bt oniiUp' early this week In a
sembled from all parts of the coun
iiijuiru iv sirn
uiwi; iniivs nave saloon of that place, and since mat
try.
Boy llausuckctl Rancher's Hons and vKfn
years
mat l
self in the eight
mp hlia hepn
eadfast In his dental
,
Is liauiy wouuueu uiut
Musi "Show wii.
been traveling about the country giv of knowledge of the crime. He was
by Irate Owner.
ing wild west shows. I have had seen here the night following tne
"You must go prepared to make a
my legs, both my arms and most shooting.
stir." said Co). Twltchell, "you mut
Because he suspected that Ernest both
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Fill DAY,
hss taken place In the security mar-kemust be endured
before the
country can feci assured of the stability of the present era of prosperity.
Th" believers In a reaction are
steadily gaining In numbers, although
up to due the reaction has not been
as .ever" a. anticipated.
Whether It
i
belnK simply postponed
or not
promise
be seen.
For th. ,ime being, tho prospect,
are for a quiet but firm, market until
vacation absentee
return ami the
crops have passed the danger point.
Wheat, corn and cotton have shown
much Improvement during the last
few weeks, but It should not he forgotten that the two latter important
crops are late and more exposed to
danger from frost than usual. The
Stmt hern Pacific dividend Increase has
probably been fully discounted, and
the temptation to take profits was
Increased 'by the fact that the Interstate commerce
commission's
suit
will come up In the autumn.
New
security
Issues have
temporarily
ceased and the market Is certainly
feeling the benefit of the rest cure.
HEN It Y CLEWS.
Tho Limit of IJfo-- .
The most eminent medical srlent-ltst- s
are unanimous In the conclusion
that the generally accepted limitation of human life Is many years below the attainment possible with the
advanced knowledge of which the
race Is now possessed. The critical
period, that determines Its duration,
seems to be between 61 and 60; the
proper care of the body during this
decade cannot be too strongly urged;
carelessness then being fatal to longevity. Nature's best helppr after 50
Is Kleetric Bitters, the scientific tonic
medicine that revitalizes every organ
of the body. Guaranteed by all druggists. BOc.
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JOHN H. MURPHY, ATTORNEY FOR MINERS
GAVE HIS LIFE FOR
Itolw, Idaho. August 2. "Oreatcr
love hath no man than thin, that he
lay down life life f'r his friend."
Therefore "God tIes John H. Mur.
phy!" for this Is practically what he
has done for Wm. P. Haywood. And
say:
Hnvwood and all his friend
"Ood blew Murphy." They know he
Rave his life to the man who Is now
free.
When the bitter feelings engendered by this most notable of ail
murder trials shall hive ofpassed
this
away, the amazing sacrifice
man Murphy mill stand out like a
beacon reminder of the nobility of
which human nature Is capable.
John H. Murphy Is a Denver lawyer. For years he has been the attorney for the Western Federation of
Miners. He had slaved for them
night and day, and never ha.s he
asked whether or not the fee would
forthcoming.
Im
Tuticrculosis.
II
Several years ago he retired from
as a
the active life, and has acted
general court of last resort w hen the
affairs of 'the federation have been
brought into question.
He was a victim of that dread disease, tuberculosis,
and when Haywood. Moyer and Tettlbone were arrested he was in a desperate state.
He was helpless in a hospital when
they were smuggled out of Denver.
Their other lawyers rushed to Mur-Vhnotwithstanding
and Murphy.
his weakened condition, gave them
advice, and from that day forth continued to direct the case; and so
masterly was his counsel that It finally resulted In freedom for Haywood,
as the whole world knows today.
Seventeen weary months went by
and still Murphy hung on. When
Haywood's case came to trial, May
9. Murphy was flat on his back In a
Denver hospital.
"I must go to Boise," he declared.
"To go to Boise means death to
you, man!" said his physician.
"I can't help that." replied Mur-ph"I must do what I can to help
Bill."
Ilor From Sick Ik-d-.
And he came. So weak was he
that he had to seek a hospital Immediately, and there he has been
ever since, with the exception of .what
time he was able to be In court, a
few hours every day.
His advice was a tower of stren'gth
to the defense, yet he modestly said
to me on a number of occasions:
"All I hope Is that I will be able
to make one suggestion that will help
Bill."
When the final arguments In the
case had begun Murphy commenced
to fail.
His death Is now apparently a question of only a few hours.
When the Jury gave Haywood his
Murphy
freedom Hunday morning.
was In a comatose condition In his
hospital bed.

WILLIAM

STOCKS DISPLAY
D,

HAYWOOD

New York. August 2. There was
nothing to break the midsummer
quietness which has settled upon the
market, except the activity In the
llarrlman stocks. The expectation.
confirmed, that Southern Pacific would be placed upon a
b per cent basis
was the apparent
motive for the activity in Southern
Pacific and I nion Pacific, although in
well Informed circles It is believed
that recent manipulations were chief
ly intended to aid the financing of
L'nlon Pacillc bonds.
Outside of the Harrlinan Issues
there was little activity In the stock
market. A firm tone prevailed In
the absence of unfavorable news, and
such weakness as occurred at intervals was chiefly due to profit-takinror some time past the market ha
displayed a firmer undertone, due to
a gradual and almost unobserved revival of confidence in financial circles. This revival has been so general that It would unquestionably
have expressed Itself In still higher
prices for securities had It not been
for the limitations of the money market.
Fortunately there has been some
abatement in the activity of federal
and state authorities against corporations, and in future these attacks are
less iikeiy to be of a confiscatory nature than In the past. Both Gover
nor Hughes action on the two-cetemperate
fare proposal and the
tone of the Interstate commerce com
mission on the Harriman investiga
tion have had a distinctly reassuring
effect In financial circles.
It would be a mistake, however,
to suppose that all sorts of governcorporations
ment activity towards
On the contrary,
is likely to cease.
it is almost certain to continue, but
more conservative
iprouably uon
and less disturbing lines.
It is a
serious matter for the government to
power
in the direction of
exercise its
enforcing unprofitable rates, or in
practical confiscation, or by violent
disruption through receivers, or by
stirring up .popular perjudice through
vindictive Investigations and prosecutions.
seml-ofliclal- iy

g.

"'John,' said Haywood.

n lie rushed over to the bed and mined tlic
emaciated figure of Ills friend."
Immediately after reaching home would be established, and It has been.
Haywood asked after the condition of But, my boy, I face t'he threshold ol
his chief lawyer, and when told he the gieat beyond Just now. I kno-wept outright and hastened to the It better than any one else, and I
hospital.
want to say now, dear boy, our Uod
He has protected you
He was met by the sister In charge, Is wonderful.
who told him that Murphy was too from harm as He has the sparrow,
please
remember
and
this Is no time
IH to be seen.
you to harbor resentment.
For"Hut I must see him!" exclaimed for
them, please. It may be my
this man, fresh from his cell In pris give
request."
on, and finally he was admitted to last
Haywood was moved, as were we
the small room within which the life
of a loyal man was slowly ebbing all, and as he kissed Murphy again
he said:
out.
"John, I walked through the streets
"John!" said Haywood, as he rush- alone
The birds sang to me
Then, raising and thetoday.
ed over to the bed.
were sweet, but as I
the emaciated figure of his friend, he thought flowers
you
of
have
the
pressed a kiss upon the weary, care-line- d made, the life yousacrifice
have given for me,
brow.
I Mood aghast and wondered If man
could be worth it. I will take you
Ln.st Word to Haywood.
Munphv, realizing that the land of home with me."
been
"heart's Desire" had at last strong
Hut as Hie words were
uttered
reached, loked up into the
Murphy sank back into a swoon.
figlrtlng face of the labor leader and
But we who know Murphy realize
In a sobbing voice said:
he would say were he able to;
"Bill, the best hope of my life Is that was
well worth It all."
realized. I knew your Innocence "It
j

h.
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INTEREST

jONEY DROWNS

New York, August 2. With
her
companions only a short distance
away, Miss Margueret Struss, a pretty eighteen year old girl, who lived
at No. 312 Clifton place. Brooklyn,
was drowned yesterday afternoon in
(Jravesend Bay,
oft
West Thlrly-flft- h
street, Coney Island.
When the young woman suddenly
disappeared, after having waded out
a short distance In the water that
came onJy about to her knees, her
companions thought that she was
fooling and laughed.
When she came to the surface and
screamed for help, they suddenly realized that she had stepped Into one
of the holes made by clam diggers
and went to her aid. They were too
late, for she did not come to the
surface again.
Subscribe for Th Kvenmg Cltlwn.
Subscribe for The Citizen and get
the new.
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It Is quite another thing to estab
lish reasonable regulations governing
and restraining great corporations in
a manner which shall be equitable to
The Beer of Quality
both owners and the public. The difference between the two lines of policy is marked; and It Is reassuring to
know that the present tendency is to
contains just the same
wards the latter and against the for
mer.
amount of food as milk,
As the. too violent attitude of fed
but in a form much easier
eral, state and municipal authorities
to digest and more quickly
towards corporations has been one of
assimilated, and therefore
the causes for the setback in conmore healthful.
fidence, the adoption of a more moderate policy is of much Importance
to Investors and the public alike. The
other and chief causes of disturbance,
over-Issu- e
of securities and over-e- x
tension of credit, are slowly correct
ing themselves as a result or the
more conservative spirit in banking
ciroles; a spirit that will have to be
THE
maintained for some time to come.
.Money Situation.
The money situation continues unreserves
satisfactory.
have
Bank
been showing a rising tendency, but
The
are still far below what they should
Standard Railway of Mexico
be at this season. A week ago the
surplus had risen to over $3,001.1.0011,
compared with J19.000.000 in 1906,
Traverses the Republic
15. OHO. OHO in 1905 and $50,000,000
From the north to the south
In 1904. Considering the diminished
and with its branch lines reachactivity in speculation, our bank re
es the most Important cities,
serves ought to be in much better
such as Chihuahua, Torreon,
position than they are.
Kacatecas, AguascaJlentes, San
requirements.
however,
'Business
Louis, Potosl, Tamplco, Irapua-tare heavy, owing to the prevailing
Guadalajara,
activity and the high level of values;
the combined effect of which is to
The City of Mexico
lessen the available supply of funds.
Large sums are also stUl locked up
and many other places worth
in various syndicate operations and
seeing.
are not likely to be released until
The Itlchest
Mining, Lumber
conditions favor a wider distribution
and Cattle Producing Lands
of the securities held against these
Mado Accessible by This
loans. While the early future may
Great System.
tone in
witness a slightly
easier
money, firm rates are promised for
some months.
Very soon crop demands will begin
Can learn of much that Is
intensely Interesting and create
to assert themselves,
and unless a
greater recession In business takes
a desire to visit the
place than Is now expected, there will
be an active demand for funds certainly for the remainder of this year.
course,
are,
of
These conditions
against any prolonged or active rise
by obtaining a map folder of th
In stocks.
It is true that our railMexican Central Railway, as in
roads are still prosperous, enjoying
It are to be found brief sketchlarge traltlc at good rates; and many
es of plaois and things In Mexshares are, in view of the rates of
ico that, for grandeur, antiquity
the dividends paid, selling at very atand historical value, have no
tractive prices from the permanent
equal In the world.
investor's point of view.
Folders, rates and all InforFor this reason it seems Justifiable
mation furnished on application
to expect a steady
hardening of
values, provided no untoward development prevents.
At .the game
C. F. BERNA
time, any attempt to force the market too rapidly, or to foster undue
Commercial Agent
activity, would probably break down
EL PASO, TEXAS.
or lessen any recovery because, as
already stated, of the limitations of
W. D. MTRDOCK,
the money market.
Passenger Traffic Manager.
Credit Hood Abroad.
J. C. McDOXALD,
The chances of our securing assistOenl. Pas Ant
ance from abroad in case of emerOP MEXICO, MEXICO.
gency are good. Our European borrowings have been much reduced
during tho last six months, and
though there might be some discrimination as to (borrowers there is no
doubt that very considerable financial assistance could be easily secured abroad if necessary.
There has
DEVOES READY PATVT
been some talk of further gold exports, but this movement does not One Gallon Covers BOO Square feet
seem likely to extend to any disturbPALMETTO ROOF PAI.YT
ing proportions, and before long in6 tops Leaks, Lasts Five Year.
creased offerings of cotton and gram
bills will l,B sufficient to strengthen
our credit abroad.
403 Won Railroad Awoot
Business conditions continue fairly
satisfactory.
Clearing house returns
show
a moderate enlargement of
business over last year, dealings last
week showing an increase of 6 per Dealers In Groceries, Provisions, U
cent and the week before of 7 per
Grain and Fuel.
cent over the previous year. Cains Fine Line of Imported
Wlnea L1g.au
are the largest In the western and Paand Cigars. Place your orders (
cific states. Agricultural sections conthis line with us.
tinue prosperous, owing to the profitable pries, present and prospective,
NORTH TH T.D M
on nearly all farm products.
Labor
is also generally well employed at
hinh rates of wages.
Complaints,
THIRD STREET
however, are Ktill common of high
costs of production and high costs
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DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON. TOPEKA AND SANTA FE RT.

Pabst

('orHratlons.

and

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
Solomon Luna, President; W. 8. Strlckler, V. P. and Cashier; W. J.
Johnson, Asst. Cashier: Wm. Mcintosh. J. C. Baldrldge, Solomon Luna, A. M. Blackwell,
Geo. Arnct, O. E. Cromwell.
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DEPOSITS

Extends to Depositor Every Proper Accommodation,
New Accounts Capital, 1160,000.00.

ALBUQUERQUE,
During- - the hot weather
you should eat less solid
foods and drink more of
nquiu ioous, wnicn require

SAVINGS

With Ample Means and Unsurpassed Facilities.

Im-

Clinmlwrlnln 'a Colic, t'liolcrn and
Diarrhoea lCemedy, Hotter
Than Three Doctors.
"Three years ago we had three
doctors with our little boy and everything that they could do seemed In
vain. At last when all hope 6eemed
to be gone we began using Chamberlain's Colic. Cholera and Diarrhoea ltemedy and In a few hours he
began to Improve. Today he Is as
healthy a child ns parents wish for."
Mrs. B. J. Johnston, Linton, Miss.
For sale by all druggists.

NSW Mexico

Capital snd surplus. $iou,ooo

BlueRibbon
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Marked Improvement Noticeable Despite Usual Midsummer Quiet.
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MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.
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IE00.69I.M
$260,600.e
hallway Company
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IT WEANS HIM
The running of a bank account has a
tendency to wean a man from habits of
extravagance and dissipation. It gives
him new ambition and a desire to save
::
money.
::
::
::
s
::
We are always glad to assist those
who destre to "turn over a new leaf."

A

STATE NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE

2nd and CM

2nd and Cold
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AMERICAN

WOMEN

FIND

RELIEF

The Case of Miss Irene Crosby la One
of Thousands of Cures Made by Lydla
K. Pink ham's Vegetable Compound.
"NO, SENOR. ALL, DE TKEASAIRE EES IN DAVY JUAN'S LOCKAIUE.
CHAPTER I.
there If I can find a jimmy."

IIow many women realize

that

men-

struation is the balance wheel of
woman's life, and while no woman la
entirely free from periodical suffering',
"Ship ahoy!" yelled the lookout.
It was a surly welcome Robert re"Where away cried Robert, glad it ia not the plan of nature that women
ceived on board the "Baby Mine."
should suffer so severely.
"Blow my spinnaker, but I've got of a diversion.
a good mind to make you walk the
"Just port of our lee bow," came
jditnk." growled Col. Crust, as Rob- the answer. "It's a brig bound for
ert handed him his grip and bade Boston with rum."
A cheer from the
lilm tow it away.
crew
"I have already done so," said would have made the welkin ring,
Robert, "on the boardwalk at At- but it did not. The welkin had a
crack In it.
lantic City."
"Wait, men," said Col. Crust, seizAt this the pirates groaned uproar-lo- u
ing a glass. (Tut, tut, not a glass of
Hly.
get
much rum a spy glass.) "Aha! Blow me
"Say, do you think we'll
treasure this trip," Robert remarked if it ain't a cargo of bay rum."
Portupleasantly to a
"Aren't we going to capture it?"
guese who was polishing a carronade Robert was quick to ask.
"No, you hammer-headewith stove polish.
loon,"
"No, aenor," said the swarthy cut- the pirate answered. "Do you think
e are a lot of barbers?"
throat, "all de treasaire ess In Davy
Looking at their whiskery faces,
JtiHn's lockalre."
"Dad blast my capstan," Col. Crust Robert had to admit that he did not.
(Continued.)
chimed in, "it won't be safe even
bull-neck-

scar-face- d

d

COWARDLY OFFICER
PUBLICLY

SECRETARY

TAFT

CHANGES

D
DISC-RACE-

New York, August 2. A remarkable scene, closely paralleling that
memorable one In Paris when CapL
Alfred Dreyfus was publicly degradened before the French army,
acted In the trial room, at police headquarters today.
For the first time In more than
SO years a patrolman
had been
He Is Stephen
of cowardice.
to
who, according
S. Walsh,
the
charge made against him, last week,
lied from an armed man who had
fhot and killed a woman.
The keen Interest with which the
unusual case was followed rowe to a
point of dramatic Intensity when Police Commissioner Bingham, who had
presided personally at the trial, announced In a voice choked w ith em
tlon that the charge against the unfortunate man had been proven.
Then the cini!nlH.sloner turned to
In
Inspector Walsh.
whose district
(Stephen Walsh was a patrolman, but
who Is no relative of the dismissed
man, and directed the Inspector to
Mtitp
a!.h of his shield ami uniform
'button, so that he might not even
leave trial room with the emblem
as a policeman
former
at his
In good standing on his person.
,

--

ITINERARY

Washington.
August 2. Advices
from Secretary Taft at Murray Bay,
Canada, indicate that he has made
several changes in the itinerary of his
transcontinental trip to Seattle on his
way to the Philippine early in September.
According to plans at present, he
will arrive in Washington Aug. 12
and dispose of all public business requiring his attention, so as to be able
to leave this city Aug. IS and keep
an engagement to address the republican clubs at Columbus, (.., tho
evening of the litth. He is consid
ering an invitation to make an address in Kentucky, preferably at
Louisville, Aug. i , and probably will
do so. but that is not settled.
He
will make addresses
at Oklahoma
City Aug. :'4 and at Joplin, Mo., Aug.
2. and if possible at Springfield, Mo.,
Aug. 2'i and 27, and at Lincoln, Neb.,
Aug. 2S. if It can be arranged.
He will speak at Denver Aug. 30,
at Portland, Ore., Sept. 6, at Tacoma,
Wa.sh., Sept. 7, and at Seattle, Sept.
He will sail from the latter city
on tile steamship Minnesota, Sept.
lit, for Manila.
DeWitt's Kidney and Bladder P!l!i
are best for backache and weak kidneys. Sold by J. li. o'Rielly & Co.
.

Afns Jrene Crosby

J

Thousands of American women, however, have found relief from all monthly
suffering-- by taking Lydia K. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound, as it Is the most
thorough female regulator known to
medical science. It cures the condition
which causee so much discomfort and
robs menstruation of its terrors.
Miss Irene Crosby, of 813 Charlton
Street East Savannah, Ua., writes:
" Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound
Is a true friend to woman. It has been of
great benefit to me, curing me of Irregular

ml painful menstruation when everything
else hail failed, and I gladly recommend it to

other iutTering women."
Women who are troubled with pain-

ful or Irregular menstruation, backache, bloating (or flatulence), leucor-rlici'falling, inflammation or ulceration of the uterus, ovarian troubles,
feeling, dizzithat "bearing-down- "
ness, faintne!s, indigestion, nervous
prostration or the blues, should take
immediate action to ward off the serious cont'u,ut nces, and be restored to
perfect health and strength by taking
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound, and then write to Mrs. Pink,
ham, Lynn, Mass., for further free advice. Thousands hare been cured by
eo doing.

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

Wholesale Grocers

TOURISTS

Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers

LAND OF THE
MONTEZUMAS

ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.
Whose Fault Is It?

The plan of your new house may
be correct, but unless you have good
building material you're going to be
disappointed "That's 'What!" "It's
up to you" to insist that every stick
of lumber that goes into your house
comes from this house then you'll
get the right thing at the right price
every time.
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Thos. F. Keleher
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Meat Market

lieiu f Ion Predicted.
This induces a very cautious feeland Sail atea,
ing in business circles and tha belief Alt Kinds of
btemm Eaosage Factory.
is spreading that a readjustment
in
EMIIi KLIENWOK'ff
the commodity markets and Industrial circles c jrrcspotiding to what Masonlo Building, North TiJ?d au

ieb
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ESTABLISHED

1171.

L. B. PUTNEY
THE WHOLESALE CROCER
FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
Carries the largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries la
In the Southwest

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
RAILROAD AVENUE.

ALBUQUERQUE,

N
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miDAY. AtT.rST
CHILD-BRID-

2.

IN LOVE AND MARRIED

E

EVENING

'ALBUQUERQUE

107.

AT

14.

Wife

m

who t ell why very fiirly mania so it
dangerous.
am just old enough for my first
Children know the rules of "Illlnd
All other games are
beau. In fours years I will be old Man s Buff.
enough to think think, understand measured bv that, even to matri
mony.
of marrying.
Blindfolded by inexperience
I they go at It wildly.
A burnt child dreads the fire.
"I tag you!"
shall not marry again at least I they cry to the first person they come
think so now.
I'm not bitter. I in contact with. Sometimes It Isn
am not grown yet. Until then I a person at r'l. Maybe Its a bramble
won't can't know my mind.
bush.
Catherine

Sniitli-llas- s,

T

tle girl in a house on North Oregon
street, and took possession of the
child tourning her over to the care of
Mrs. Conant, wife of Jailer Conant
at the county Jail.
He also served papers on Gottllob
to appear before Judge Thomas at
Alpine, where the habeas corpus was
sued out bv Mrs Lanlgan, and where
the case will be heard.
Action was taken at Alpine because
the district courts here are having a
vacation. Mrs. Lanlgan, who was
Mrs. Gottlieb, lives nt Tucuni-car- l.

NEW MEXICO MOTHER
CHILD

El Paso, Texas. August 2. Because
Harry J. Gottlieb, a photographer
residing In El Paso, is alleged to have
daughter
taken his
away from Its mother, and brought
her to El Paso, a writ of habeas corpus has been sued out by the mother
to recover the child and the little tot
was seized yesterday by Deputy Sheriff V. L. Greet.
According to the story of the woman, w ho was formerly Mrs. Gottlieb,
by the
but who since married a man Mexico
name of Lanlgan, the New
courts gave her the custody of the
two children when the divorce wad
granted.
She had 'possession of the
took
(boy, but alleges that Gottlieb
the little girl beyond the Jurisdiction
of the court, bringing her to El Paso.
The deputy sheriff located the lit
three-year-o-

1IKLP WAXTKO.

or Housekeeper. It Was dKLl' WANTED If that Is your
crying need, a want ad In The
Evening Citizen's want column will
All One to O.I T.
assure you of plenty of employes.
Rosenberry.
WAN TED.

ld

fnr-men-

TJon't use harsh physics. The
action weakens the bowels, leads to
Get Doan'
chronic constipation.
Regulets. They operate easily, tone
the stomach, cure constipation.
re-

Kodol for Indigestion and Pyspep-sl- a
is a preparation "f vegetable acids
and contains the same Juices found
in a healthy stomach.
It digests
what you eat. Sold by J. H. O'lllel-l- y
& Co.

ISN'T A MAN EASY?

HOME

1
OF

JAST

Special Train Filled With
Them Passed Through
Albuquerque.
Companies E, F, G and H, comprls
lug the second battalion of the lftih
Inlantry, under command of Major
ks. A.
Hoot, passed through Alliu
quer'iue last evening en route to For
Mcintosh, Texas.
A special train
consisting of four coaches, a pullman
and lour express cars .turned the
troop.
The train stopped here
mess at
7 o clock, the ofllcers dining at th
Alvarado. In one of the express caro
a large range had been put In com
mission, and the mess of the men Is
prepared and served on the train, do
Ing way with the long waits at the
eating stations.
The regiment
left
Prang, Mindanao, one of the lower
group
Philippine
islands of the
where they have been stationed for
over two years, on June 15th. They
sailed on the transport Budford. and
were on the water 42 days, including
the stop at Honolulu, and the men
declare that they have been vaccl
nated every time they changed their
under clothing during the trip and
while stationed on the islands.
n
One hundred and
of the
men were mustered oiu on the trail
Wednesday, but their discharge will
not be effective until December.
Many Will Kccnllst.
The soldiers, burned and colored
after two years service under a tropl
cal sun and their long trip home
were a tired looking lot of men last
night, and all were glad to return to
the I'nited States, although several
as
stated that hey would
in the foreign service all are given
time,
credit for double
and receive
a 2D per cent increase in wages over
that of the soldier in the United
States.
Major Hoot stated that they had
had a quiet trip, leaving their post
on June 15 and sailing from Luzon
rive days later.
Besides Major Root, the commissioned officers were Captain Croft,
Lieutenants llopson, Allen, lw, Davenport and liuird, and Surgeon Dickenson.
The first battalion of the HMh Is
en route to Fort Heno. Okla., the
passed
which
second hattallon,
through here will go to Fort Mcinon
near
Laredo,
post
military
tosh, a
the Klo Grande. Just this sWle the
Mexican line, und 1he third battalion
will go to Fort Bliss, Texas, near K'.
Paso.
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HEALS
o OLD SORES
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LOANS.

MONEY to LOAN

six-roo- m
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Las Vegas, N. M., vugust 2. The
man who has charge of the lumber
camp at Decatur, N. M., located
about 4 5 miles south of here, was
uaqly burned by Iigntning during a
storm Tuesday afternoon.
He was passing the telephone In
the lumber office when there was
sudden Hash, the telephone bell rang,
and he dropped to the floor uncon
scious, In which condition he remain
ed for over an hour. It Is thought the
Iigntning struck a telephone
pole
near ami ran into the office on the
to
be
was
aide
wire. He
around yes
terday and returned to his work.
'KvcrylxMly Should Know.'
says (.;. u. Hays, a prominent busl
ness man of Illuff. Mo., that Buck
leu's Arnica Salve is the quickest
and surest healing salve ever Applied
to a sore, burn or wound, or to a
case of piles. I've used it and know
what I'm talking about."
by nil druggists. 2c.
Plies get quick anfl certain relief
from Dr. Shoop's Magic Ointment
Please note it is made alone for
Piles, and Its action is positive and
certain. Itching, painful, protruding
or blind piles disappear like magic by
glass
Large nickel-cappe- d
its use.
Jars 60 cents. Sold by al" dealers.
Kennedy's

iiUs gently

PAIN
hl
hu

rin

Pain laconratilon. Da In Lluod prewure uoUilns
elw Uiu&Hf . At kst, so wiyi br. blioop, aii i to
prow it he has crnuted a litt.e pink tablet. Tlial
Headache Tablet- tbl- -t called It. fctioop
coax
blood preuure away irom pain centers,
charming. tleaiiiffly delightful. Gently,
rflHrt
lu
though safely, it turuly tjualiie liu blood cirvu.
1

lauon.
If you have headache, It's blood pressure.
ii u I painiui penoun vfia women, taine caum.
If you are ileplm, rvbtl.'&i, mrvcus, H i blood
eonfffftiton blood nnwaur. Tlmt iurely in a
Certainty, (or lr. Blioop Hea'laciie Tablet ilop
It In M winutea. and the tablet fctuply diUibuu
tb uitnaturul blood preaiture.
Urulao your flugur, anl doesn't it Set red, and
well, and pain you? Of courte tt
It fn-flioblood prewure. You'll find it where
In alwaya. It a biinply Common Siiae.
He tell at Zt cau, ud cheerfully recommend

di.

lia

Dr. Shoop's

Headache
Tablets
J. !.

KOI.D I5T

OTUF-IX-

Kmlorscl by the County.
"The most popular remedy In Otse
go county, and the best friend of my
family." writes Wm. M. Diets, editor
and nublisher of the Otsego Journal
Ollbcrlsville, N. Y., "is Dr. King's
New Discovery. It has proved to be
and
an infallible cure for coughs
of the
colds, making short work
We always keep a
worst of them.
bottle In the house. I believe It to
prescription
be the most valuable
known for lune and throat diseases.
Guaranteed to never disappoint the
taker, bv all druggists. Price 60c and
$1.00. Trial bottle free.
an Iiiinnlrcd Anix-tlte- .
and
improve the appetite
strengthen the digestion try a few
Stomach
and
loses of Chamberlain's
Liver Tablets. Mr. J. H. Seltz, of De
trolt, Mich., says: "They restored my
appetite when Impaired, relieved me
of a bloated feeling and caused a
pleasant and satisfactory movement
of the bowels." Price 25 cents. Sam
ples free. All druggists.
I 'or

To

8.

W. M. SHERIDAN. M. D.

nits. nnoNsox

ESTATE
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Homeopathic Physicians
and Sur
geons, over Vann's Drug Store,
Phone, Ofllce nnd Residence, 628
DR. C. A. FRANK.
Physician nnd Surgeon.
Rooms 4 and 6. Barnett bldg. Of
flee hours 8 to 12 and 2 to 6, 7 to 8
p. m.
W. KFfJEXK PROVIXES. M. D.

ARCHITECTS
F. W. Spencer. Rooms
nett building, Albuquerque,
Both phones.

46-4-

lior-c-

s,

spi'lntf

N: St,
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)xfords,

BP

ligh Shoes,
$4.00

Let us fit you.

WM. CHAPLIN
121

Railroad Aranat

EXCURSION
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Colorado
And Principal Eastern Points
On Sale Dally
June Is to Sept. 30th

via

Bar

7

N.

II

NOTARY PUBLIC.
Thos. K. D. Maddlson.
Office with W. B. Chllders.

11

Low rates, long limit, tickets accepted on Limited and all other
trains. Call at ticket office and w
will plan your trip back east. Wa
are all going. Whir not youT

West Gold avenue.

T. PURDY, Agent
flet a free sample of Dr. Shoop
"Health Coffee" at our store. If real
A. T. & S. F. RY.
coffee disturbs your Stomach, your
Heart or Kidneys, then try this clever
Coffee Imitation.
Dr. Shoop has
closely matched Old Java and Mocha
Coffee In flavor and taste, yet It ha
not a single grain of real Coffee in It,
Dr. Shoop's Health Coffee Imitation
INSURANCE. REAL ESTAT1
Is made from pure toasted grains or
NOTARY PUBLIC.
Made
rereals. with Malt, Nuts, etc.
In a minute.
No tedious wait
Ton Rooms 11 and 14 Cromwell Blucfe,
will surely like It.
""4 by C. U.
Albuquerque. Telephone No. lis.
Brlgham.
E.

O. A. SLEYSTER
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MEN AND WOMEN.
In Bit 4 for anDfttutml
d.MbarKM.idflautniiatioBf,
trriuttioui or ulceiuub
of mucous tuvoitiranM.
Pftiuleu, md not wtrla
it orbypoisonous.
fsftol4
DrarffUU.
or wot la plain wrtpptr,
br xpreM, prepaid, for
or 3 bottlea t.7&.
Circulsir out oa rmtueit.

FOIt SALE.

HmkI

thafs

UNDERTAKER
BORDERS

1.00.

lino inirtlcn land, W.
$ 800
Central avenue
Three room lion-- ', four
1 ourlii
lots, North
1,000
street
Three room liouse and
an aero of land, tlircu
400
mile north of town..
Three room liniw, furnished complete, t"'

shoe

absolutely
comfortable

Specialist: Eye. Ear and Throat.
Late assistant to chair of diseases of
ear nnd throat in Hospital Col
or Medicine, Louisville, Ky,
Eyes properly
tested for glasses
Rooms 6 and 8, N. T. Armijo build
ing.

BARGAINS

Four room udobe Iiouho
and about un acre of

The flexible sole Red Crosj
shoe is com fort ab le from
'he start.
The burning and aching
caused by stiff soles p.nd the
evils of thin soles are presented by the Red Cross. It
enables a woman to be on her
feet for hours at a timeAvith
:omfort.
A stylish

eye.
lege

T

REAL

m'th the foot"

HomeopnUilo Physician and Surgeon
occidental
Life Building. Tel
phone 886. Albuquerque, N. M.
DR. It. lu IIU8T,
Physician and Surgeon.
Rooms 6 & 8, X. T. Armijo Building.

KTI'ke Evans Chcmicu Co.
WCl0lIUTI,0mB5
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Woman lovee a clear, rosy complexion. Burdock Blood Bitters puri-

fies the blood, clears te skin,
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KILL the COUCH
and

unjrn and one ucre
S00
of land
room house. West
Xctv York avenue... 2,500
Sl
room house. West
Marquette avenue . . . 1,800
KENT.
room brick house,
Six
cellar,
hath,
Fourth
$20.00
urd
Hats,
in IIoK
Apartment
two to six rooms, modern conveniences, $10 to 20.00
Four room brick Ihiiisc,
bath, cellar, Fourth unrit 23.00
brick Iioiim.
Seven room
modern, furnished or tin

n

CURE the LUNC8B

Si I

WITH

Dr. King's

CJgv; Discovery
PHICK
FP.R OPUCHS
a
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BotUe
AND ALL THROAT AND LUNG TROUBLES.

GUARANTEED SATI3FACX0KV
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nutfv
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f iiriii-hei- l.

closet III.

Thii'o rooms for lighthouse-kioidn15.00
close in
live room house, South
15.00
street
First
Five room frame.
20.00
ward
g,

A. Montoya
215 Wfst
CO.

On

Tw o or three
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Phoenix, Ariz., August 2.
Itose'lieriy, section foreman of the S.
At
I".
began
at Beardsley,
I'.
last
Monday acting upon impulses and he
never got through
until Thursday
night. Mr. Koseberry wearied of his
surroundings or rather of the slyle of
Mexican cookery which had prevail
ed in the camp at lleardsley, and on
Monday morning he came to town
with the purpose of getting a housekeeper who could cook United Slates,
like his mother used to cook.
He made diligent inquiry and final
ly he was directed to a woman whom
n
t was thought
might accept the
He called on
of housekeeper.
her but she declined the position
rhietly on account of the loneliness
surrounding it since there were no
other American women in the camp.
Then another Impulse laid hold ot
Mr. Koseberry.
He asked the wo
man if the position of wife to hi.ni
would be more alluring and less
onely than that of housekeeper. That
was something more like It; as his
wife she would be willing to share
his fortunes however
remote from
society they might lend him. It was
at once arranged that a trip should
be taken to Prescott where the ceremony should be performed.
Wedded nnd SciMiratcd.
The marriage was solemnized on
Tuesday night and on the following
day Mr. and Mrs. Koseberry r urned
to Phoenix, on Thursday night they
agreed to separate.
The agreement
was mutual and was entered ituo
without heartburnings since their ac
quaintance had not been long enough
to enable
a strong attachment to
spring up.
Mr. Koseberry speaking
of
the
matter said that his wife was a good
woman, but they had made the discovery that they were not congenial.
It takes .he said, some people a great
many wasted years to make that Im
portant discovery and he believed
that he and his wife are subjects for
mgratulatlon on having made it so
early. They can both take up their
work where they left off last Tuesday
morning to Indulge In love's brief
dream, and regard the whole affair
IXJK S.UEas a midsummer vacation.
Special low rates. To
SALE
foil
Still Wants JIiusekeeM'r.
Chicago, St. Louis and Kansas
Mr. Koseberry says he slill wants
Cltv. One way or round trip tica housekeeper for his section camp.
kets furnished In any part of the
He is deterred both by Inclination
I'nited States. Low rates to Cali
a
accepting
and circumstances from
fornia. See us I 4 U buy. Moore's
wife now as an alternative.
Ticket Office, 113 Central avenue.
Mr. Koseberry Is known over the
Member American Ticket Brokers'
coast as "Old Hustler," a name he
Association.
In
acquired
the newspaper world
house,
years ago when he was a corres f OR SALE One
Apply nt Mann Sad- furnished.
pondent for the St. Louis Republic.
North second street.
dlerv Co.
He was afterward engaged in journ
alism in Hamilton county, Kansas, FfTR SALEI'aflcir set and dining
good
as new and very
room couch;
where he risked all his substance in
cheap. 4 23 Fruit avenue,
a county seat war and lost. He then
drifted into railroading and of hid FOR SALE Half Interest In estab
Journalistic career retained only hia
lished poultry business. Bred-t- o
pen name.
since
His performances
Lav Poultry Yards. J. T. Harger,
prove
Is
Tuesday
still
last
that he
crop.. 12th street and Mountain
'
worthy of it for it must be admitted
road.
that he is something of an "Old
LOST.
Hustler" yet.
r,TST7 iuS'lM .EN A 17 jewel Elgin
was
"My child
burned terribly
watchi hunting case, on or about
ahout the face, neck and chest. i
July 2"; initials J. II. B. on front
applied Dd. Thomas' Eclectrlc Oil.
Finder retuir to 1105
of watch.
pain
child
sank
The
ceased and the
South Fourth street and receive re
Into a restful seep." Mrs. M. Han
ward.
son, Hamburg. N. Y.
Korxn.
Through tne want column
FOUND
of The Evening Citizen, Just what
LIGHTNING STUNS
An
vou have been looking for.
advertising source sure to bring re
turns for small expenditure. Try i
MAN AI DECATUR
want ad and be convlnceu

laxative Cough Syrup
upon the bowels and
To show clears the whole system of coughs
I'll stop your pain tree.
you first before you spend a penny
and colds. It promptly relieves
my
of the threat and allays
Pink Pain Tablets can do, I
what
it
will maityou free, a Trial Package of irritation. Sold by J. 11. O ilielly
them Dr. Shoop's Headache Tablets. Co.
Neuralgia, Headache, Toothache, Period pains, etc., are due alone to blood
congestion.
Dr. Shoop's Headach
Tablets simply kill pain by coaxing
away the unnatural blood pressure.
That Is all. Address Dr. Shoop, Racine, Wis. Sold by all dealers.
anywhere,
Its nrm
Pain In the

An old sore or ulcer is only a symptom, an outlet for the impurities and
poisons wliirb, are in the blood, and as long as this vital fluid remains in
this impure, contaminated State the place will never heal. The application
of salves, washes, powders, etc., may cause the spot to scab over, but a fresh
outpouring of diseased matter from the blood starts it aain, and thus it goes
on, gradually growing worse and slowly affecting the entire health of the IIAIK DItKKSFK AND CIIHIOPO-WIST- .
sufferer. There are many ways in which the blood lecomes contaminated
Mrs. Bambini, at her parlors oppo- and poisoned. A lontr Spell of sickness breeds disease irerms in the svstetn.
i.pr..r,.ci.nll,r..cta,..iir,8!le the Alvarado and next door to
of the body the excessive use of mineral medicines in certain diseases, all
'a'.trefmenU do ha"
infect the blood with morbid, matter and germs which sooner or later is man- - dressing, treat corns, bunions and
by a sore that refuses to heal. Persons w ith inherited blood taint are grow ing nails.
She gives massage
Mrs.
very apt to be afflicted with sores and ulcers. The taint may lie dormant treatment and manicuring.
during young, vigorous life, but when middle age is reached or passed and
'kVani
the natural energies l.iegiii to grow weaker, the tissues in some weak point improves the complexion, and is
breakdown and a chtonic sore is formed and kept open by the constant guaranteed not to be injurious. She
I f t he ran se i tu ,t removed t lif also prepares a hair tonic? that cures
drnmiirp nf i m nnn malt er from the b!i
prevents dandruff and hair fallsore will continue to grow worse by eating deeper into the flesh, festering, and
out; restores life to dead hair;
discharginT, aud slowly undermining the constitution. S. S. S. heals old ing
removes moles, warts and superfluous
sores by going dnvn to the very bottom of the trouble, driing out the hair. Massage treatment by vibrator
For any blemish of the
machines.
entire
S.
up
S.
S.
When
building
has
circulation.
removed
the
and
impurities
the cause the blood becomes rich and healthy, the sore begins to heal, new face, call and consult Mrs. Bambini.
flesh is formed, nnd son the place is cured.
Io not depend on external if you want anything on earth, you
applications, which do n"t reach the lood, but legin the use of S. S. S. and can get It through the want column
d
remove of the cause, and then the sore must heal. Book on Son s and Ulcers of The Evening Citizen. We get
j,uIUfree.
advice
CO..
SPECIFIC
medical
THE SWIFT
ATLANTA. CA.

PROPERTY

PERSONAL

Pianos, Organ
Furniture,
rooms for Horses, TCsgons and other Chattels
furnished or also on SALARIES AND WARS
light housekeeping,
Also stable room for HOUSB RECEIPTS, as low as tit
unfurnished.
one horse. Z., this otllce.
and as high as 1200.
Loans art
private
WANTED Pining room girls. Apply quickly mads and strictly
914 South Third street. At Meyer
Time: One month to on year riven
House.
Goods remain In your
possession
WANTED Car carpenters, car re- Our rates are reasonabla. Call and
Albupairers, laborers, needed at
see us before borrowing.
querque shops. Confer with Master
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Mechanic for details.
tickets to and from a''
People who want some- Steamshipparts
A'ANTED
of the world.
thing, to advertise In The Citizen's
Rooms t and 4, Grant Bids;.
want column. A few lines cost but
an
bring
80S
returns
cents
but
H West Railroad Ave.
few
PRIVATE! OFFICHS.
bi'ndredfold.
Open Evenings.
WANTED Ladles who wish stylish
dressmaking. Also apprentice. Cnll
612 North
on Miss C. P. Crane,
SALESMEN WANTED.
Second street. Millinery at half
prlre.
CARDS
At once, woman to do PROFESSIONAL
WANTED
small family, good
housework;
Sturges,
Inquire Mrs. F. E.
wattes.
LAWYERS.
42i North Second street.
Ira M. Bond.
MEN WASTED.
every
ATTORNEY AT LAW, tl F.Bt
MEN WANTED Somewhere
day. If you are looking for a Job N. W.. Washington. D. C.
Pensions
put a want ad in The Evening Citi- land patents,
copyrights,
caveats
zen's want column and it will do letter patents, trade marks, claim
the rest.
It. W. I). Bryan.
VOH lirVT.
ATTORNB T AT LAW, Albuquer
que, N. M. Office,
First Nations
I'O'i KENT Pleasant, well furnish
Bank building.
ed front rooms, near business cenCorner
ter; rates reasonable.
K. W. Dobson.
Sixth and Railroad. Apply at rear.
ATTORNEY AT LAW.
Offle.
FOR RENT A few nicely furnished Cromwell block, Albuquerque. N. it
rowip, with use of bath, very reasonable; no invalids. Hotel Cralge,
lEiTIST8.
Silver avenue, between First and
Second streets.
DR. J. K. KRAFT,
Dental Surgeon.
FOR RENT Several small cottages.
all nicely furnished for housekeepRooms 1 and I, Barnett building
Hot over O'RIelly's drug storn. Phon
ing.
J. B. Block, Jemes
Springs. N. M.
No. 744. Appointments made by mat.
1)U. C. A. KLLEU,
F.MPIOYMF.NT.
Dent 1st.
EMPLOYMENT If you need work N.
T.
furArmljo
Building.
will
want
Phone
column
The Citizen's
nish you a quick and ready means
Edmund J. Alger, D. D. 8.
exof securing It at a minimum
No. S08 Fallroad avenue.
Offle
penditure. Put a want ad in The
9 a. m., to 11:30 p. m.; 1:1
Citizen today and be at work tomor- hours,
p.
p.
m.
to
m.
Ap
phones.
Both
i
row.
polntments mads by mall.
W A NT E f
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14,
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SEPARATE

WED

SEEKS DIVORCE AT 18; EARLY AGE AND FANCY
C'liiilnnatl. O., Auk 2. Married nt
rarry at 15, heartiek at 16,
home with mother at 17, (eekinpr a
dlvorre at 18 nuch, In her own
words. Is the state of Mr. Oithrlne
Herman
Smith Haas-- who Is
Haas, and who looks like a schoolgirl of 16.
"My husband and I started to a
picnic," said the Juvenlle-lonkiiwife, "but we chniiKed our minds
and went to Newport. Ky., Instead.
There we were married.
"I was Just 14. My husband was
22. Our honeymoon did not last
long. My husband did not treat me
well, and linally I returned to my
mother's home.
"I read the papers ahout the couple up In AVellston, O., who had celebrated
their Kolden weddlnK. I
read what they said and their recipe
happy. They say marry
for belli
younir. 1 say so, too, but I call a
marriage at 22 or 23 younf? for n
girl, 2o to 28 or 30 young for a man.
Says It Is "Absurd."
"Look at me. for example. I have
been married four years, und I am
barely 18 now. It Is absurd.
"Smiles from husbands and wives
Ko a long way toward keeping away
he blues. A kind word is like the
whisper of an anpel, and Its value
cannot be measured In gold.
"I believe In marriatre for love
but It must le love and not a passing fancv. And that's the trouble
children cannot tell the difference.
"I urn just a Blrl still, but 1 know-tha- t
without love, smiles, consideration and kind words there can be no
Joy In matrimony."
Here are some of the snRe observations concerning marriage made
who learned the
by this child-bridtruth through bitter experience:
Too Early.
Marry too early and you'll have a
longer time to repent.
Marry at a picnic and wonder at
a wash tub why you did It.
Marry early? Ton't do it! When
you get grown you'll have better
sense and maybe you'll escape all
together.
1 have been a wife for four years.

rr.v.
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Our Shoes Fit
There is something distinctive about the feet of those who
wear our Shoe,', a distinction well liked by the wearers and
alluring: to their friends. If you wear our Shoes you know
this, and if you don't, it will pay you to do so.
This pleasing- feature is FIT. As neaf the top notch of
-

perfection as ever reached.

I'atrnt

Colt Shoes ami Oxfords

:.o

to m.no
Men's Viol Kill Mmkvi anil Oxford 2.."0 to 4.00
Sloti's Oilf Shoos and Oxford. . . 2.00 to 3.50
Women's Patent Kid Shoos and Oxford ). . . .
2.50 to 5.00
Women's Viol Kid Shoes and Ox funis
1.73 to 3.50
Women's House and Dress Slippers
1.10 to. 3.00
Shoo niul Oxfonls for lloys mid ;irl
1.00 to 2.50

It in

Need or

mt

rixtures

Call on

I

Reliance Electric Co.
Cor. 5th St and Central Ave.

1

We Have the Largest Stock ot

Fixtures Ever Seen

in

the City

T1IK

crnzi;.?

to th

Ard-mor-

Plumbers

W.R.R.Ave- -

321-32-

3

Tln tiers

Alaska Refrigerators
Savin
Ice Pad

Our
Line of

White

Refrig-

erators
is the

most
complete
in the city

Ice

i'k

isSS

Cream
Freezer

!

Water

Water

Coolers

Filters

five-roo-

m

J

I

JLi

111 1 1

Palace

Diamond
RAILROAD

Diamond, Watches, Jewelry, Cut Glass. Clocks, Silverware.
A SQL'AltK DCAU

Underwear

122 S.

s

Seoond-1-

19

Furnish

Exolutlv

1

10$. Second St.

Grinding

w

1

nt

H

100 three piece suits to close

at

These are odds and ends worth $14.00 and $15.00

200 choice business suits to close

All $18.00 and $20.00 and $22.00 godds.

$ 7.50
s r'x
.OU

ff

rf
flo.UU

Furnishing Specials
60 dozen Bhlrts, worth 75c, to close
50

dozen shirts, worth $1.60, to close

DO

dozen shirts, worth $1.75 and $2.00

i
iHO

to close

at

75c
95c

1

Hanan & Douglas Shoes

We believe we have the two most popular lines of
shoes in their respective classes in the United States.
For style and durability the Hanan stands alone at
$5 to $6.50, and for popular priced goods at $3.50
and $4, the Douglas shoe is unexcelled for honest value

CTCDM
OllTlVll iJlJUlYll
CIlVirkM

The Central
Avenue Clothier

BENNETT'S CURIO STORE
109 North Flrtt St.

COAL
FOR CASH ONLY

American Block per ton.
Cerrillos Lump
Anthracite Nut
Anthracite Mixed
Anthracite, furnace sizesClean tias Coke
Smithing Coal.
-

(6.50
6.50
8.60
9.00
9.50
6.00

WOOD

LUMBER MILL WOOD.
Green
Factory

$2.50
3.25

W. H. HAHN & GO.

rw
115-11- 7

NORTH FIRST STREET

Between Railroad and Copptr Ave., Tel. 74

I Refrigerators, Gat den Hose. Garden Tools $
WATER
COOLERS

Help."

HIGH GRADE
ENAMELWARE

LAWN
MOWERS

TREE PRUNERS

McCotmick Harvesters and Mowers
None Better

Tg- T.Vt- UH--

VFfZTFTfrt.

and Repairing on Premises

-

tg

-

Shaw's Bakery

60. 36 Dozen Mens

It's the talk of the town, those
pies like mother (in law) made.
Phone 1056

Underwear

W. Gild

OUR REASON
For the Next Ten Days

We ordered by wire a tolid case of Underwear on
May 25th. It has been delayed in transit all summer
and has just reached us. This is a fine grade of White
Unbleached, Ribbed Underwear with French neck and
shaped to fit the form. It's worth 75 cents a garment
and should have been all sold at this figure had it ar-

to Close
Siinmifr Stock.
'. I. ('KANE. MlllliM-r1'arlors, 513
North Secoiul SI.

At Loss Than Cost
MISS

y

Out
and

FANCY DR Y GOODS
Stamping Done to Order.
Material;! (or

rived in season.
In order to move it without delay we have placed
the entire 36 Dozen on sale at 50 cents a garment.
Mail orders promptly filled. Sizes, 34 to 50 Shirts; 30
to 50 Drawers.

Mrs, M.

224 W.

C Wilson
TICKETS

R.R.

AND

and

18 W. R. R.

and

High Explosives

A8

Supplies

Mail Orders Solicited- -

BOUGHT. SOLO
EXCHANGED

Tunsactlons

1

Garden Hose and Lawn Mowers
Plumbing:
Hercules Powder
Mine and Mill
Tinning

Association Oflee

ROSENFIEIUV.

0
!'
o

Alaska Refrigerators
White Mountain Ice Gream Freezers

Gold

Cuaranteeo

i

Wholesale and Retail Hardware

l3

J

FANCY WORK

Second Street Window
aBSBEaESBBSgESggBag

suits to close

e

nt

and have one delivered.

G3S

two-piec-

During tlio month of August all
summer millinery will bo clotted out,
rogurtllcsa of cost.
We always Keep up the highest
MISS L,UTZ,
standard In quality, style and finish
208 South Second Street.
In our foot wear and give values that
will appeal to you. We are offering
To save money and darning try better shoes for the same money than
style 15 for the boy and style 10 for you can buy from
others, not the
the girl or our Uluek Cat stockings. same shoes for less money, as our
Price 25c. We guarantee satisfactory shoes have distinctive features that
wear. C. Slay's Shoe store, 314 West will make them comfortable fitters
Central avenue.
and substantial wearers. Give them a
o
trial. C. May's shoe store, 314 West
(SATURDAY'S- SPECIAL SAUE.
Central avenue.
250
3 pkgs ot Bromangeion
10c
12 Vic pkgs of Oat Flakes
Tim Mcintosh
Hrowns ami the
2 cans of California Grapes
25c Cimarron Swastikas nt Traction
1'nrk
10c
Jelly
glasses
of
Saturday at 3:30 o'clock uiul Sunday
12c
8c ut 3 o'clock.
Vermicelli, per pkg
8c
Tapioca, per pkg
25c
3 ten-cecans of sardines
Spend a vacation at Faywood Hot
25c
2 cans
of clams
25c Springs, 'tis first class and easy to
3 cans of soup
25c reach.
2 cans of corn beef
8c
Pickles, per bottle
15c PICKXICKERS AVD OTIIERSS ATCurry powder, per bottle
20c
baking
powder
25 oz can of
TENTION'.
40c
Gallon can of syrup
Call at 114 W. Central Ave., and
MAZE,
THE
receive FREE a folding drinking cup
with the compliments of
C. II. CARXES. THE It. R. AVE.
Will. KIEKE.
OPTICIAN.
tho best kidney water on
Eye Glasses and Spectacles.
earth, Faywood Hot Springs.

Opticians

lense

Clothing Specials
100

All Kinds ot Indian and Maxlean Goods. 7b Cheapest
Place to bay Navajo Blankets and Mexican Drawn Work
Mall Order Carefully and Promptly rilled.

MILLINERY

BEBBER OPTICAL CO.

We Invite

IB IK

"We

We have sold most of
a very successful one.
our summer stock but still have a few choice
things left over, which we are willing to sell at
remarkably low prices, as our fall stock will
soon arrive.

These were formerly $10.00 and $15.00

Ottumwa, Iowa. August 2. By the
capsizing of a launch in the Des
Moines river nar this city last night,
William H. Powell, his wife and son,
Hallle, and Mrs. J. F. Stevens, and
her baby were browned. All of the
bodies have not. yet been recovered,
those of Powell and Mrs. Stevens
being still In the water.
The launch became unmanageable
shortly before dark, while the party
was enjoying a pleasure run on the
river. Parties on the shore noticed
Powell tinkering with the engine and
the steering gear but as he gave 110
signs of distress, supposed he had the
boat under control. Finally the engine broke down altogether and the
little craft, which had drifted down
Into the strong current Just above the
dam, which Is nine feet high at this
point, sailed over the dam and was
crushed on the rocks below.
Bodies Mangle!.
Every member of the party was so
badly bruised by this fall that they
became an easy prey to the water and
sank Immediately.
Mrs. Powell's body was first recovered. Her right arm and left leg were
broken by the fall. Her son's head
baby-wawas crushed and the Stevens'
bruised beyond recognition.
Powell was a prominent young musician of this section and Mrs. Stevens
was the wife of a wealthy business
man. Powell had Just purchased the
launch, and, though he was an expert
In handling launches, the break down
of his engine and steering gear probably confused him. to uch an extent
that he forgot about the dam. Otherwise help could have been obtained
had he only called to people there.

"When in Need of Eye Help
Consult Us'

AVE

roar trade and guarantee

36DozenMens'

BODIES MANGLED
BY FALL ON ROCKS

206 S. Second Street

Hear the Imperial Quartet at skatnlgnt. Admission
Including skates, 25c. Ladies free.

ing rink Thursday

,

to Death.

ff

A new supply of Garden Hose, both in cotton
and rubber. Hose Reels, Lawn Mowers,
Grass Catchers. Our prices the lowest

JVFHITT

Friends are Dashed

e.

54;

Just Arrived

Extra Specials

ARE

Young Musician's Family and

7'

CO.

FIVE

ior.

a,

Our Green Tag Sale is over, and it has been

iitttttf ttrttt

m

HARDWARE

AND

Idaho, August 2. Walter
Scott, a rancher living west of Jordan Valley, Oregon, shot and killed
himself this morning, following the
shooting to death last night by hlin
of his wife and Alfred Duncan, whom
he found together when he returned
home unexpectedly.

if

THE WAGNER

OVER DAM

WIPE AND

fact that even
the hit carrier boys The (,HI-r.f- ii
is alle to socure will now
and then full to deliver your paper niul also owing to the fact
that your neighbor may now
TELEGRAPHIC MARKETS
ami then 'Unthinkingly appropriate The Citizen left at your
door ainl forget to return it.
Market letters received by F. J.
this paper ha arranged
with
Graf & Co., brokers, room 37 Barnett
the Postal Telegraph company
building,
A.lbuquerque, X. M., over
you
copy
to deliver
an extra
in
their own private wires.
the event that yours fails to
reach you. There is no additional expense to you.
Summary of Conditions.
If your paper does not reach you by reg
Xew York. August
2.
ular carrier call up the Postal e stocks In London firmer, 14American
to
,a
company
Telegraph
l'HONK
higher.
Xl'MMKIt 36 and tell them. A
In copper metal In
Severe
decline
messenger boy will supply you f London followed by some rally on
with a copy of The Citizen. In i the covering speculative short.
this manner, we can also keep
Wise trade authorities say cut In
track of the "misses" of our
prices has brought in no new business
own carriers and you can get
of Importance.
vour paper rain or shine.
On present scale of earnings UniItKMUMHKlt THE NUMBER
ted States Steel will show equal to
PHONE 3.
1 5 14
per cent on the common at the
end of this year.
In
loan crowd there Is an Imthe
T. D. Hennlng, of Los Lunas, spent proving demand for stocks.
the day here.
Producers and consumers of copper
Joe Hubldoux left yesterday after- will get together in the near future to
noon for Los Angeles.
adjust prices.
Selling of finance bills here preMrs. F. J. Patchim returned from
vents gold exports for present.
Bear Canyon yesterday.
W. W. NMchols. of Belen, U In the
Xev York Stocks,
city today on business.
$12
cotton
J. C. Ferger of this city will leave October
Sugar
121
American
tomorrow for Fresno, Cal.
Amalgamated Copper
85
R. W. Mix, of Silver City. X. M., American Smelters
113
visited Albuquerque today.
43
American Car Foundry
92
Joseph W. Hlller, of Hillsboro, N. Atchison
M., was in the city yesterday.
64
Anaconda
9
Ohio
Mrs. J. II. Haines left yesterday af- Baltimore and
6
Brooklyn
Rapid
Transit
ternoon for Santa Barbara, Cal.
175
Canadian Pacific
Judge W. I). Perry, of Chama, Colorado
31
Fuel
Tex., Is In the city on legal business. Chicago Oreat Western
11
John Stein, of the Harvey system, Erie com
24
was here today from Las Vegas.
112
Louisville and Nashville
65
National Lend
iMr. and Mrs. J. F. Jones, of
New
Central
York
I. T., are visiting In this city.
Ill
74
.Mr. and Mrs. H. Clay Border, of Norfolk
122
Philadelphia, are visiting In Albu- Pennsylvania
103
com
Reading
querque.
89
Southern Pacific
IT. S. Marshal C. M. Foraker Is In
133
Paul
Pemlng and Silver City this week on St.
IS
Southern Railway com
business.
143
Union Pacific
35
E. J. Howard. Dr. Hazels and J. U. S. S
100
X. Jones, of Laa Vegas, visited thU U. S. S. pfd
city today.
lo
Greene Cananea
15
Shannon
Harry E. Kelly, of Fort Smith.
162
Ark., was in the city yesterday on Calumet and Arizona
Copper Range
business.
41
Dominion
Jacobo Chavez, territorial Insur- old
Butte
ance commissioner, left for Santa Fe North
3
Santa Fe Copper
this morning.
Solomon Luna arrived from Los
Kansas City Market.
Lunas this morning
to look after
Kansas Oitv August 2. Cattle re
business affairs.
ceipts 2.000. Market strong South
D. A. BIttner, of the BIttner-Stamern steers $3.4Ki 5.00; southern cows
Fruit company, left last night for a $2.25 Hi 4.40; stockers and feeders
trip to California.
$3.50rii 5.50; bulls $2.60 Hi) 4.00 ; calves
$4.00f
Mrs. Chos. Wattlngton and daugh-er- , $4.006.00; western$ steers
cows 2.7 5 fi' 4.30.
of Rlneon, N. M., are visiting 6.10; western
Sheep receipts 1000. Market steady.
friends In the city today.
Muttons 4.7.'.ii 6.00; lambs $8.
Prof. J. H. Crum, who has been 7.50:
range wethers S5.005i6.25: fed
visiting In California, returned to
ewes $4.50 5i 5.50.
Thursday night.
The Learnard & Lindemann boys'
Clilcaeo Livestock.
band held a meeting at its quarter
Chicago, August 2. Cattle receipts
on West Oold avenue last night.
2.000. Market steady. Beeves S4.40fi
Contractor Mace will begin work 7.50; cows $1.4rt5.20; heifers $2.40
on a
cottage on south John f(5.40; calves $6.00 Hf 7.40 ; good to
street for Mrs. Gilpin next week.
prime steers $6.80ffJ 7.60; poor to me$4.fi0fr 5.75;
and
stockers
Rev. Rollins, pastor of the First M. dium
E. church, has gone to Kenton. Okla., feeders $2.60 fl 4.90.
steady.
receipts
6000.
Sheep
Market
where he will conduct a week's meetWestern $3.50 (fi 5.75: yearlings $6.00
ing.
Tt6.65; lambs $5.50 (i 7.30; western
Miss Marie April, of San Marcial,
who has been In the city for several $5.50 7.60.
days, will leave this evening for DenProduce MarV.
ver.
Chicago. August 2. Closing quotaMrs. W. I Edgar left last night for tions:
'
California for a two months'
visit.
Wheat Sept. 92 i ; pec. 96 H.
Her husband will Join here In a few
Dec. 514 0f52.
Corn Sept.
days.
Oats Sept. 41?: Dec. 42.
Miss Paz Lopez has returned from
Pork Sept. $16.46.
a visit In Bibo. X. M., today, where
Lard Sept. $9.17 '.j: Oct. $9.25.
she lias been the guest of Mrs. Sar- lllbs Sept. $8.75; Oct. $8.67 Vi- raclno.
Money Market
Young Women's Christian
The
New York, August 2. Prime merTemperance Union wll hold a meeting
paper 6HCi6 per cent; money
this evening at 7 o'clock In the High- cantile
on call easier 2 U Sf 3 per cent.
land M. E. church.
C. V. Safford, traveling auditor of
Metal Market
the territory, who has been here on
Xew York, August 2. Silver 69i;
business for several days, left thl lead dull $5.15 5.25; copper nominal
morning for Sauta Fe.
20f? 21.
W. W. Healy, treasurer of Grant
Spelter .Market.
Bros., contractors, who are working
St. I.ouis, August 2. Spelter dull,
on the Belen cut-onear Rio Puer-r- o
$5.80.
wnq in thft city yesterday.
Attorney Felix H. Lester, wlw attended the national convention of tno
ATLAS EMPLOYMENT
Elks at Philadelphia, and has been
east,
visiting the large cities of the
BUREAU
returned to the city today after a
most enjoyable trip.
Owlnir
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